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Tempers flare as 
water commission debates 
rates and charges
THE AMPHIBIAN Trident Trigull 
additional jobs for the peninsula.
which may go into production at Victoria International Airport soon. Production would mean
Resolution of council will determine 
cost of off-street
' Sidney town council last 
week decided the cost of 
providing off-street parking 
will be borne by the 
sponsors of new, 
deyelopments in ,com- 
• mercially. zoned areas, yet 
the exact amount is to be set 
,.;.j)y.resolution of council.
Ah earlier recom­
mendation by council which 
called for taxpayers to pay 
50% of the cost of off- 
street parking was scrap­
ped. A further resolution 
requiring businesses to pay 
85% and taxpayers 15% 
was also abandoned.
The off-street parking 
bylaw, which is now in 
force, requires new 
businesses to provide one 
parking space for each 3(X)
I square feet or part theieof 
of retail space. If ’the 
business doesn’t have the 
nccessaty space, en- 
ircprcnerus are requried to
pay into a special town fund 
which twill develop 
adequate off-street 
parking. *
The cost figure bandied 
about as a public hearing on 
the off-street parking issue 
July 11 was $3,200 for each 
,P;aT;kin.g;S}^ce., .t; 't"
Alderman Jim Lang says 
this figure may be con­
siderably reduced if 
negotiations between the 
town and provincial en­
vironment ministry prove 
fruitful.
Lang, a member of the 
town’s parking committee, 
.says Sidney is trying to 
obtain provincially con­
trolled property located at 
Second Street and Bevan 
Avenue which is large 
enough to provide 44 off- 
street parking .spaces.
Lang says if the town can 
lease the property for a 
nominal siim the price paid
for off-street parking will 
be considerably reduced. 
“If conditions warrant we 
may only gravel the 
property instead of hard 
surfacing making the 
parking even less ex­
pensive,” he said.
Lang; . says Sidney’s/ 
negotiating position is to 
get as much work as 
possible done by the 
provincial government in 
order to minimize cost.
Town clerk Geoff Logan 
says a resolution of council 
wiir determine the amount 
businesses will have to pay 
if they cannot provide their 
own off-street parking. 
“There will be one cost 
assessed to all new 
developments but it hasn’t 
been determined if 
businesses will pay the 
entire cost of off-street 
parking or a scaled down 
sum,” he said.
Logan says the bylaw 
states that the developer has 
the option of either putting 
the appropriate parking 
spaces,on site or paying into 
the town fund to provide 
for adequare off-street 
parking.
- The bylaw doesn’t affect 
established businesses and 
is a reinstituted Sidney 
bylaw dropped in 1972 to 








A quarreling water 
commission, made up of 
members all trying to get 
the best deal for their 
municipalities, was unable 
to reach agreement on how 
the commission would sell 
its water to the 
municipalities.
After the last commission 
meeting, two weeks ago, 
when the executive com­
mittee reported to its 
commission its inability to 
arrive^at a solution, it was 
decided to invite Dennis 
Young, executive director 
of the regional board, and 
Chris Woodward, assistant 
deputy minister, Ministry 
of Municipal Affairs, to the 
next meeting.
These two explained the 
letters patent to all three 
councils before they were 
signed last fall. There were 
different interpretations 
being used by commission 
members and it was hoped 
the two men could resolve 
the question.
Young began the 
discussion by stating. 
When I first considered 
the draft supplementary 




A leader for a Beaver 
troop of pre-cubs is 
urgently required in the 
Tsartlip-Shady Creek 
district.
Anyone willing to fill the 
volunteer position may 
contact Gerry Keeler, after 
5 p.m. at 652-3178.
In a report by a 
Universtity of Victoria 
marine biologist, heard at 
Monday’s North Saanich 
council meeting, Westport 
Marina was shown to be a 
clean marina operation and 
that their proposed ex- 
parision would/not' cause 
excess damage ho; the ‘ im­
mediate environment.
A building permit will be 
issued to the marina on the 
basis of the report from Dr. 
Derek Ellis, the biologist.
The development ap­
peared before council more 
for information than for 
approval because , the 
marina was proposing no 
development tliat con­
travened the municipality’s 
by-laws.
In by-law 12 a marina is 
allowed to have two units of 
water development for each 
unit of land lield, in the
proposed by-law 194 the 
ratio is three units of water 
development to one unit of 
land held. Westport 
Marina’s proposal follows 
by-law‘12’s ratio.
“1 think; it’s going to 
come as quite a shock to 
people down in that area, 
said - Alderman John 
Lapham^ /
At the last community 
plan meeting opposition 
was heard from several 
people to further expansion 
of marinas in the 
municipality. There was 
also discussion at the 
meeting about the 
desirability of boat houses 
as opposed to open 
mooring.
“The question of the 
construction of boat 
houses,” said Mayor Paul 
Grieve, “can be argued at a 
later date with by-law 194.
Water shutdowns
•I BA TIE SCA RF is jtisi one at' miiiiy beautiful 
hqiul crafleti iieius on display at the Arts and 
Crafis Show in Si. .lolui’s I Jivilcd Church on the
West Saanicli Road. The show is supplied with
1^)1 tcry, batiks and paintings arc just a few of 
the pieces for .sale. The doors bpen from noon lo 
4 p.in. each day. Shown here is Violet 
Richardson.
all kinds of handicfafls by about .50 local artists.
\
The Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission is faced 
with a water shortage 
problem dial seems un­
sol vahle without help from 
the peninsula’s residents.
Commission engineers 
ailvise ihcm that it seems 
very likely the line will be 
emptied of water in the next 
lew ditys if the weather 
continues hot tuid con- 
sttmplion remains the same.
In die past week I ho 
engineers discovered that 
the reservoirs are not filling 
tip ill night to the level that 
diey tire Iteiiig drawn down 
durinii, the day. This only 
needs to continue for a few 
days before the reservoir.s 
run tiry.
The problem the com­
mission faces is that it can 
not ration water to the 
difrereni areas and any 
incrciiscs in,, the cost of 
Wilier the municipalities 
might impose now will 
probably tua affect the 
amount (d' water used 
bcciiuse tlie commission
HMWIf
believes people want the 
water regardless of the cost.
If die line runs dry and 
air is drawn into the pipes 
two conditions can occur 
besides tite total lack of 
water. When water is pul 
back into the pipes it can 
cause leaks and damage to 
the system and cross 
connect ions, i f water, for 
example, is left in a garden 
hose when the supply stops, 
it can run back into the 
system and contaminate it 
wlicn the water begins 
again.
The commission's last 
hope is to appeal to the 
comiiumity to cut out any 
unipccccsary water usage 
and to pracilsc all possible 
cousei vailon measures.
The only alternative to 
this is shutting off the water 
for several hours at a 
stretch to allow “ the 
rcservoiif) to refill, This 
shut down would be done 
with no warning for fear 
people would store water 
for the time period.
mechanism by which this 
utility would recover the 
costs of this operation by 
those who were consuming 
the water.” Since that time 
he said his interpretation of 
it has broadened slightly.
The Letters Patent is the 
charter under which the 
commission operates 
Before the commission wjb 
formed each municipality 
had to agree to it.
It was clause three that 
was questioned and that 
Young and Woodward were 
asked to clarify. It reads: 
‘The regional district is 
empowered by by-law to fix 
rates and charges for the 
supply of water to The 
Corporation of the District 
of Central Saanich, the 
District of North Saanich, 
and the Town of Sidney for 
distribution only within 
municipal boundaries 
except with the consent of 
the Regional Board and the 
provisions of section 568 of 
the Municipal Act, mutatis 
mutyandis, apply to the 
regional district.’’Central 
Saanich representatives 
thought this meant the 
commission had the right to 
wholesale its water to the 
nuinicipalitites in any 
method desired. The 
inajoriiy of other com­
mission members, including 
the chairman, thought 
“rales and charges" in­
dicated it would be con­
sidered a utility, with the 
greater percentage of the 
revenue collected on a user 
pay basis.
Explaining the wording 
of the cluu.se Woodward 
said, “Wc tried to provide 
the widest po.ssiblc scope to 
develop the best rate 
structure possible ... What 
we tried to achieve was a 
degree of flexibility for the 
commission to arrive at 
fair and equitable struc­
ture."
Simplicity and tradition, 
he said, should be two 
guiding rules in devising a 
system. Most other water 
nystems in the province, as 
chairman Jim Camming 
told the commission last
meeting, are run on a user 
pay basis generally. He said 
the schemes may have 
several revenue collecting 
programs, but the majority 
of the funds come from the 
water users.
“1 feel it has to be the 
user who pays.” said 
Woodward, “of course, 
that could be supplimented 
by other revenue producing 
charges.”
He suggested as well as 
the basic user rate there 
could be an overall tax levy 
of a small portion to 
recognize the fact that just 
about everyone on the 
peninsula will have at least 
indirect benefit from the 
assured water source and a 
development charge on 
subdivisions in the 
municipalities.
Responding to Wood­
ward’s comments Aider- 
man Dave Hill from 
Central Saanich said, “If 
that’s the case, why build 
for the future? We should 
reduce the size of the pipe.” 
It was his contention that 
on a user pay basis. Central 
Saanich, the largest present 
water user wovdd carry the 
heaviest burden of paying 
for the line while North 
Saanich, would pay the 
least but use it the most for 
development in the next 
decades.
‘‘By the time North 
Saanich comes on, the
pipeline will be paid for,” 
said Joe Taylor, a farmer 
from Central Saanich.
Taylor claimed just about 
everyone on the peninsula 
benefits from the pipeline. 
He said he knew of 
someone who just dug a 700 
foot well that pumped and 
if they struck the right 
crevice then, “one of the 
areas on the peninsula that 
opposes this pipeline the 
most would lose its water.”
“Central Saanich could 
take their water at Dooley 
Road and forget about the 
rest of the line,” stated Aid. 
Earle Tabor as tempers 
flared.
“We should stop all 
construction immediately 
until we get this settled,” 
returned Aid. George 
Westwood.
That the water com­
mission be dissolved and 
put into the hands of a 
water commissioner ap­
pointed by the Capital 
Regional Board was 
suggested by Aid. Robert 
Thompson;
“We in the Deep Cove 
system felt we subsidized 
many of the trunks and 
laterals in the Central 
Saanich system,” he said, 
because Deep Cove paid 35 
cents per thousand gallons 
while Central Saanich paid 
nothing for the water it
RICKTOMSETT
A 17 year old Sidney 
youth swept top prizes in 
the annual meet of the B.C, 
Rifle Association com­
petition held recently, 
at Heals Range in Victoiin.
Rick Tomsett, son ' of 
Mr, and Mrs. Art Tomscti, 
2035 Linda FInce, was tlic 
overall points winner in the 
grand aggregate, sweeping 
the field of over 130 
competitors from B.C., 
Alberta and the pacific 
noiihwcst slates to win the 
ILC. Outdoor Target Rifle 
Championship. Among the 
various individual com­
petitions Tomsett won arc: 
the Cadet Aggrcguic, the
L i cu tc n a n t Go ycr n or * s 
Prize and the Governor- 
Gcncral’s Gold Medal, ;
Other membcr.s of tlie 
676 Sidney Air Cadet 
Squiulron winning a place 
on the cadet team which 
will go to Ottawa to 
cqmpcte in the dominion of 
Canada Rifle Assoclallbh 
prize meeting arc Kim 
Head, 17, and Norman 
Upton, 16, who won the 
second stage of the Lieut.' 
Governor’s match.
The cadet 676 Rine Team 
Is coached by Sandy Pcdeii 
and Clive Cross, two ql 
Canada’s top line shooters.
Nil
l*ut a Little ,Jny 









Approving Officer To Monitor Development Proposals .
North Saanich council 
agreed Monday, at their 
regular meeting, to suggest 
to the municipality’s ap­
proving officer that he 
monitor all development 
proposals coming in for 
building permits, with the 
community plan and by­
laws in mind.
Council considered 
putting a freeze on all 
development for the next 
two or three months until 
the plan and by-laws are in 
effect. They decided against 
a complete freeze because 
most of the development in
I
fSI
FRED BLANCHARD & SON LTD.
PLASTER-STUCCO & REPAIRS
OPERATED BY FRED BLANCHARD SR.
656-4310
the municipality would not 
interfere with future plans.
The matter was brought 
to council’s attention by a 
letter signed by three people 
who lived near a 
development that was 
proceeding now because it 
was in line with the old 
zoning regulations, by-law 
12. If the community plan 
and by-laws were in place 
now, such a development 
would not be permitted.
Only development that 
requires some change in the 
zoning or subdivision 
regulations needs to come 
before council.
Ted Fairs, the municipal 
clerk, told council he 
thought there were about
three other developments in 
the area that contravened 
by-law 194.
Alderman George 
Westwood suggested all 
development be referred to 
council and not put the 
responsibility on an em­
ployee. Mayor Paul Grieve
said it was not possible for 
council to monitor all 
building requests because it 
is not within their 
jurisdiction.
Council decided to bring 
this to the approving of­




Starts Thurs., Aug. 18
GREAT SAVINGS I
*5““, T0"“, *15"“ & *20"" Racks
including: BLOUSES, PANTS, DRESSES, SUITS, 




adynes 2474 BEACON AVE. i6564814
Continued from Page 1
took from Elk Lake, 
although it did supply part 
of the distribution system to 
Deep Cove.
“We’re practically 
outlawing farming if we 
charge farmers those kind 
of rates for the water they 
need,” said Hill.
“If the user pays,” said 
Taylor, “you’re en­
couraging the drilling of 
wells.” He thought 
compared to the long term 
cost of Sooke Lake water, 
farmers would find the cost 
of digging wells reasonable.




(A.R.D.A.) will fund an 
agricultural system on the 
peninsula but Taylor 
thought it might not be for 
two or three years before 
the system begins 
operating.
A motion was proposed 
by Westwood that would, 
have put the cost of the 
pipeline on a user-pay basis. 
This motion was narrowly 
defeated.
A second motion 
proposed by Hill, after 
hearing from the deputy 
assistant minister, was to 
consider the possibility of 
charging a user rate, a mill 
rate on land and/or im 
provements and a parcel 
charge on new develop­
ments. This motion was just 
for consideration of such a 
method and was not to 
receive approval or dissent 
until the next meeting.
The consideration 
motion passed with 
Westwood and Jerry 
Tregaskis opposed and Hill, 
Tabor, T.C. Holmes, J.K. 
Halley, Jim Lang, in favour 
and Thompson abstaining. 
As abstention represents an 
affirmative vote.
We want to make sure tilat 
every senior citizen who 
may be eligible for SAFER, 
knows about it.
Shelter Aid For Elderly Renters (SAFER) 
is the new progi'amme that gives senior citizens 
in need direct cash payments to assist in the 
payment of rent. The amount of the SAFER 
payment is based on how much income the senipr 
citizen receives, and how much is paid for rent.
To make sure tliat every senior citizen who 
may be eligible knows about SAFER, 
information cards were recently sent to ALL 
senior citizens in the Province. Those who may be 
eligible were asked to return the card to receive 
an application form.
Many requests for application forms have 
now been received by SAFER. But we want to 
make sure that 110 senior citizen who may be 
eligible is missing out on the assistance he or she 
is entitled to.
ELIGIBILITY
All senior citizens who meet E ACH of the 
following conditions are eligible:
® they are 65 years or older.
® they are renters.
® they are paying more than 30% of 
income for rent.
@ they are in receipt of Canadian Old 
Age Security.
® the senior citizen OR spouse has:
i) lived in British Columbia for two 
years immediately prior to 
application.
OR
ii) resided in British Columbia for a 
continuous five year period at any 
time.
If you’re a senior citizen who may be eligible, 
make sure you have aiiplied. Or, if you know any 
senior citizens who ciualily, please help us help 
them by making sure they afiply.
LOUISE HERLINVEA UX of 935 Birch 
Road, Sidney, was presented with an official 
Canada Games equipment bag by Bill 
McNulty, B.C Track and Field Team 
Manager, prior to embarking on a charter 
flight from Vancouver on Thursday, August 
4th. The flight carried 150 members of the 
B.C. team which will compete in the Canada 
Games which opened in St. John’s, 
Newfoundland on Sunday, August 7th. She 
will compete in the Discuss Throw, an event
in which she has won Vancouver Island^: 
Championships in 1974, 1975 and 1976. 'p 
All members of the B.C. team were 
presented with equipment bags from Lotd 
Canada symbolic of the increasing support : 
the National Lottery is giving to amateutL 
athletic activities everywhere in Canada^ 
including major funding of the Coni'-/ 
monwealth Games to be held in Edmonton, ■ 









EXOTIC ENGINE PARTS STOLEN
■ Sometime between 
August 4 and 8, the side 
door of a garage belonging 
to John Patterson of 2261 
Keating X Road was forced 
open and over $2,000 worth
of tools and special engine 
parts were stolen. These 
parts including pistons, 
rods, a camshaft, and a 850 
Holly carburetor had been 
specially ordered from the
U.S. for a 351 cubic inch 
Ford Motor. Some parts 
were hand polished and can 
be used for racing only. The 
camshaft will only operate 
properly at over 3,600
r.p.m.
Apart from th| materia! 
loss, the thefC delays
Patterson from assembling 
his engine until either He 
recovers the stolen ones >
GET A
To make it as easy as possible, all Chm’tered 
Banks, lYust Oimpanies and Credit Unions in 
the Province have information and additional 
application forms available. And, if any 
assistance is recjuired in filling out the form_ 
they’ll be hapiiy to liel]). Information, application 
forms and assistance are also available at the 
B.C. Plousing Management Commission in 
Vancouver, and at the regional offices of the 
Ministry of Municipal Affaii’s and Housing in 
Victoria, Prince George, Kelowna, and 
Cranbrook.
JUST A SMALL SELECTtON OF OUB MANY VALUES!
Province of British Columbia
Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
HOUSING
Honourable Hugh A, Curtis. Minister
10 SPEEDS
For the whole family! 
Men’s, 27"Youths, 26" 
Boys, 24" wheel sizes 
® Shirnaina positron 
derailleur ® Chrome 
plated chainguard ® 
Stem shifters ® 
Denim taped handle- 
bars ® Metallic Blue.
9700ea.
on CHARGE













PRICES EFFECTIVE: THURS., AUG. 18 to SAT., AUG. 20.
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Figure Skating 
Club Formed




JIM CUMMING was honoured with the title of freeman of North 
Saanich by that municipality at their last council meeting. It was granted 
in recognition of his contributions to the community. Gumming was the 
first mayor of North Saanich and has been very active in many com­
munity projects. Shown here in his position of chairman of the water 
commission he is standing with the temporary line that is providing the 
bulk of the piped water this summer, to the peninsula. The title of 
freeman is an honourary one and is held by only one other North Saanich 
resident, George Aylard.
» .4
Safety Measures Advocated 





■ Central Saanich council 
is still under pressure to 
construct a sidewalk along 
Keating X Road to ac­
commodate school 
children. A fortnight ago, 
at its regular meeting, 
council rejected a request 
by the school board on the 
grounds that already this 
year there had been a 
substantial programme of 
sidewalk construction and 
that no funds would be 
available until next year for 
further sidewalks. At last 
Monday’s meeting, council 
considered a letter from a 
parent requesting re- 
.donsideration.
4' The public works 
chairman, Alderman Percy 
!La/arz told his colleagues 
Itliat he and public works 









some up grading of the 
verges of Keating X Road 
would suffice for this 
season when Keating X 
Road would be used heavily 
for the six to eight weeks 
pending completion of the 
new Stelly’s school.
The verges would be 
swept with the recently 
acquired municipal street 
sweeping machine and the 
white safety .stripe would be 
repainted, A crosswalk, 
near Mt. Newton school 
would be moved clear of a 
b’end in the road.
Additionally, police 
would be requested to 
patrol the road intensively 
during the lime it was used
by school children.
The main safety measure, 
however, that Lazarz 
advocated was that teachers 
and especially parents 
should educate the 
youngsters to be safety 
conscious and stay on their 
side of the white line.
Council agreed, and, 
acting on a motion from 
Alderman Ray Lamont, 
will ask the police board to 
consider lowering the speed 




Due 10 the prevailing weather conditions, the 
Uegional Disirici is experiencing great difficulty 
in maintaining water supplies under the present 
situation of Iteavy demand. It is proving im- 
liossibic to fill reservoirs overnight ready to meet 
(he peak demands of the following day and unless 
diis iiend is altered there will not be sufficient 
wiiiei for ilisii ibiition,
Conseiiueiiily, at the request of the Regional 
Disoiei. fonneil has placed an immediate btin on 
all unnecessary and indisciiininatc tise of water, 
itu’ludiii!' car and boat washing and lawn 
spiinkling, nrilil further notice.
I’ciMins not obsei ving ilicse restrictions are liable 
lor pioseciition uniler (he provisions of the Town
llylaws,
1 he CO opeiathm of the residents is urgently
tciiuiietl and lecpiested, lo alleviate a critical
situalitm, A. VICi.S. l-OCiAN,
T own Clerk,
FUNDS RAISED 
FOR ROLY BULL 
MEMORIAL PARK
Three months ago a 
group of North Saanich 
citizens began requesting 
funds to buy a new park for 
the municipality.
$1,000 and some odd 
dollars later the group 
needs another $,^,00() to 
reach the objective of 
$43,000.
The park is to be called 
the Roly Bull Memorial 
Park and .approximately 
half the contributions have 
come from the family of the 
late Mr. Bull. Another 
$.5,000 came from a nature 
foundation.
The one and three 
quarter acre park situated 
at the west end of Wain 
Road will be preserved in its 
natural condition as a park. 
The District of North 
Saanich will own and 
maintain it.
The Heritage Tree 
Cqminitlec of the Victoria 
Horticuilurc Society 
recommend the area be kept 
as parklfmd stating the trees 
arc the largest and therefore 
the oldest on the peninsula.
By BRENDA 
DALGLISH
Registration for the first 
figure skating club on the 
peninsula will take place 
August 19 and 20 at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre.
The club has been able to 
form now that the 
recreation centre with its 
rink is built. There are 
several children from the 
area that travel to Victoria 
for classes in the city clubs. 
Organizers of the local club 
hope some of these children 
will transfer to the centre 
here and that other children 
will become interested in 
the sport now that they do 
not have to travel so far.
The Peninsula Figure 
Skating Club, as it is to be 
known, began, with six 
interested mothers. So far, 
according to acting 
president Barbara Gibson, 
the response has been very 
good. She hopes to have a 
registration of about 200 
this year with a maximum 
of 250 that the club could 
handle ideally.
After registration day, 
the first general meeting 
will be held to elect an 
executive and discuss plans 
for the club.
Two pros have been hired 
by the club for teaching. 
Debbie Bray Poldrugovac, 
a 20 year-old from Victoria, 
who has just returned from 
a season with Holiday on 
Ice in Europe is one of 
those. She has her bronze 
pairs test, her seventh free 
skate badge and hopes to 
get her gold dance this 
summer.
Karen York has her third 
figure, her gold dance, 
bronze free skate, and has 
taught at the Mill Bay and 
Juan de Fuca Figure 
Skating Clubs. She is also 
from Victoria and is 22.
The pros will be at 
registration so that in­
terested people can see them 
skate ' and can ask 
questions. The hours for 
registration are from 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m.
The club will be 
following the Canadian 
Figure Skating Association 
rules as all city clubs do.
They hope to put on a 
small ice show at Christ­
mas. Gibson said a show 
would encourage the 
children who were just 
beginning, would interest 
the parents and would be a 
method of fund raising.
Parents of children in­
volved in figure skating will 
also be encouraged to take 
part in the club. They will 
need help with fund raising 
projects. As well, parents 
who have figure skated in 
the past and who would like 
to become involved again 
could take a coach’s clinic 
and then assist the pros in 
some areas of teaching.
The club will admit 
children from age 5 up to 
adults. Cost for a season 
registration is: for juniors, 
11 and under, $40; and for 
intermediates seniors and 
adults, $42. There is also an 
adult evening course for $22 
that would allow people to 
citber brush up on what 
they already know or to 
practise figure skating as a 
fitness hobby.
$100. The season runs from 
September 13 to March.
The club will be 
organized so that for the 
basic registration fee there 
is a group lesson of 30 
minutes per week. There is 
the possibility of more 
group lessons in a week if 
members wish to go 
together and pay an ad­
ditional fee for the time. 
Private lessons will also be 
available for $3.50 for 15 
minutes. There will also be 
some free practise time on 
the ice. As well, patch, a 
designated piece of ice for 
practise may be rented.
For more information, 





WALUiCE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Resenie The Right To Limit Quantities
raCB EFFECTIVE: THUIB., FRI., SAT. & SUN., AU6 18, 19, 20 & 21
TV STATION TO 
ASSIST COUNCIL
North Saanich and 
Sidney will be running a 
series of commercials on a 
local television station 
urging residents to cut 
down their use of water.
The commercials will 
“graphically portray’’ what 
will happen if water is not 
restricted. They will cost 
each municipality about 
$400.
If the municipality can 
not voluntarily cut its water 
use, council has the option 
of imposing restrictions 
through the courts. Water 
could be cut off to the 
offending user and a fine of 
$200 could be levied.
“If we run short of water 
in the pipes,” said 
Alderman Robert 
Thompson, “we’re goingto 
have broken pipes.’’
“We’re in really tough 
shape,” he said, the 
reservoir at Baxendale 
Road has been dry and is 
not capable of holding 
water without repairs.
Council debated what 
type of restrictions should 
be put on. The idea of using 
alternate day waterings was 
discarded because, said 
Aid. Wilf Price, “It’s like 
liquor restrictions, they’ll 
climb into the store and buy 
a bottle even if they’ve 
never been in before.”
You'll find a 
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Lamb Legs Sparer!bs Cottage Roils
NEW ZEALAND MAPLE LEAF
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Inflation
Geographically compact as it is, Saanich 
Peninsula avails itself of the luxury of three 
mayors, 18 aldermen, together with the ap­
propriate eschelons of salaried officials and 
staff. There is no apparent desire on the part of 
the residents for a change, for on the whole the 
respective councils have looked after the in­
terests of their constituents very well, and with 
due regard to the limited economy of the area.
But there is danger ahead if administrative 
expenses are seen to consume too great a slice of 
the tax dollar, particularly now that an increased 
recreational budget has been cheerfully accepted 
and the cost of providing a satisfactory water 
supply has yet to be agreed with the Greater 
Victoria Board.
Should Sidney council decide to increase the 
indemnities of members as is now suggested, it 
would be right in line with the continued in­
flationary processes which are strangling the 
economy of the nation, but it would set a 
lamentable example. It is argued by some that 
present emoluments of $5,000 for the mayor and 
$2,000 for aldermenwere settled two years ago 
and therefore are due for upward revision.
The word indemnity has been defined as 
“compensation for loss incurred.” This being so 
it may be freely acknowledged that election to 
public office entails much sacrifice of time, 
expending of energy and (for some) a constant 
anxiety. The public is grateful for those who 
accept these responsibilities, but is mindful that 
there are compensation rewards that have no 
relation to dollars and cents.
; There is one other factor to be considered. If 
i it can be shown that any member of council is in 
ineed of additional income there may be a case 
' for increased indemnity (riot to be confusedwith 
‘salary). IBut there is rio point if thelion’s share 
gdes to swell the intake of the inland revenue 
department.
Moralising is out of fashion these days, but 
are there no administrators remaining who can 




In Victoria, B.C 
August 14th, 1977. 
Thomas D’Orr Fenner, 
aged 73 years, born in 
Liverpool, England and a 
resident of North Saanich, 
B.C., for the past 15 years. 
Late residence, 1020 Lands 
End Road. Formerly of 
Vancouver, B.C. He leaves 
his sister, Josephine D’ 
Aoust, West Vancouver, 
B.C.; nephew, Brian 
D’Aoust, Seattle, 
Washington and his niece, 




by the Sands Funeral 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C.
STRUCK 
At Rest Haven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C. on August 
14th, 1977, Mr. Arthur 
Helmet Emil Struck, aged 
69 years, born in Frederick, 
Felde, Germany and a 
resident of Sidney, B.C. for 
the past 3 years. Late 
residence, 2326 Weiler 
Ave., formerly of Brooks, 
Alberta. He leaves his 
loving wife, Minna, at 
home; son and daughter-in- 
law, Horst and Ethel, 
Sidney, B.C., son and 
daughter-in-law Oli and 
Carol, Nanaimo, B.C.; 8 
grandchildren and his 
brother, Walter in Ger­
many.
Service in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C. on Wed­
nesday, August 17th, 1977
WEANS
Margaret Elsie Jean, of 
Sidney, B.C. (formerly of 
Nelson, B.C.) passed away 
August 12, 1977, age 79. 
Predeceased by her 
husband, A.W. Idiens, in 
1953. She is survived by 
daughters Mrs. J. (Molly 
Jean) Maricevic of Van­
couver, and Mrs. G. 
(Nancy) Kaplan of Calgary, 
four grandchildren, one 
brother R.A. (Bill) Reid of 
Saanichton and one sister 
Mrs. W. (Mollie) Jolley of 
Kelowna, numberous nieces 
and nephews.
A memorial service to be 
held at 2:30 p.m., Thursday
August 18 in St. Andrews 
Anglican Church, Sidney.
FORES-PORTER
In Sidney, B.C., on 
August 6th, 1977, Mrs.' 
Monica Fores-Porter, age 
86 years. Born in Toronto,. 
Ontario, late residence 912 
Mt. Newton Cross Road, 
Central Saanich. B.C. She 
leaves her nephew, Richard 
Fores, Santa Rosa, Calif., 
and a dear freind, Mrs. T.' 
Roemeling, Victoria, B.C.
Service was held in the 
Lady Chapel of St. John’s 
Anglican Church, 1611 
Quadra Street, on Friday, 
August 12th, 1977, the Rt. 
Rev. W.G. Burch of­
ficiating. Cremation, 
Arrangements by the Sands 









Brought to you through the courtesy of
manm
656-6421
new and used * sail and power s 
10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven) 









LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Political Hypocrisy
Before the air traffic controllers walked off 
the job in support of their wage demands the 
government was in a dilemma; the basic right to 
strike could not be denied, for that would have 
been political suicide. So to save the face of both 
government and union the strike duly took 
place, and at the earliest opportunity the 
controllers were ordered back to work by 
emergency legislation.
This pragmatic solution to an apparently 
insoluble problem had the effect of maintaining 
the right to strike in theory, although coun­
termanding that right in practice; an out­
standing example of political hypocrisy of which 
more will be heard in the future.
Both sides knew fuir well that the break in 
comnmniicaiions would result in incalculable 
losses in the commercial world and serious 
inconvenience to the public. The situation was 
plain to al 1 concerned, yet the supposedly best 
brains in the country were unable to devise 
alternate conciliation despite ample warning.
Since the event various Ministers of the 
Crown have been cinizzed for an opinion on the 
right to strike in the essential services, 'rheir 
answers have not been convincing, and 
predictably so because an opinion seeming to 
abrogjite that democratic right would loose the 
cat among the pigeons. Label a politician 
reactionary in the present climate and he rnight 
as well resign right away.
Yet something must be done to check the 
threat of strikes and 'go slow^ situations in the 
essential services, otherwise the Canadian dollar 
will slump still further on international ex­
change. Maybe an intensive study of West 
tierman and .lapancse conciliation ineihods 
could be undertaken, It is a curious coincidence 
I hat these unce aai-scat red nations have now 
the inost stable economic structures. Also, in the 
'former country the workers enjoy the highest 
wage scales, while industrial disputes are not a 
irccurrlng brake on production as they are in 
iCanada and llriiain, Lerhaps the Retch has an 
acceptable labour-management formula that 
a3uld be adapted to our need.s. New thinking, 
new methods, and a new awareness of mutual 
idcpendency must be sought, and if leadership is 





and a well deserved Thank 
You to Rosina Staub of 
Central Saanich for her 
frankness & sincerity of 
expression concerning the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
(Aug. 10 issue)
It was most refreshing 
and rewarding to me 
knowing that at least one 
C.S. resident appreciates a 
fine facility that the silent 
majority of that 
municipality previous voted 
against supporting.
A vote of thanks must 
also go to the many officials 
of Sidney, North Saanich, 
the contractors and others 
who have come through 
with a fine centre at 
budgeted costs, plus the 
contractors generosity in 
supplying many extras. 
The taxpayers of the two 
supporting areas are to be 
commended for accepting 
the risks inherent in the 
obligations which were 
originally hoped for on a 
three area basis.
Without statistical 
reference but from ob­
servation it would appear to 
me that Central Saanich has 
a lot to gain from this 
Leisure Centre, having a 
much larger youth 
population living much 
closer to the centre, than a 
predominantly retirement 
and summer home group 
located at greater distance 
in North Saanich.
It svould be interesting lo 
see the result of an ad­
mission questionnaire as to 
w h i c h municipality 
residents make the more 
frequent tise of this facility .
If central Saanich proves 
to be an equal user, then 1 
suggest it would be a fitting 
gesture for Central Saanich 
Council to re-submit a 
i a X p a y e r r e f e r e n d u m
recommending efpial tax 
payer support of the 
Centre. The previously 
feared cost risk is iiow 
eliminated, all
municipalities could start 
on an equal footing for 
taxes, and all users could 
hold their head high with 
pride and a feelittg of 




l owlier Road 
North Sriiinlch.
his way to work, was busily 
rumaging through the 
contributions of his more 
generous neighbours. He 
left as I opened the trunk of 
my car and began to 
unload my collection. But 
apparently stopped a short 
distance away to view the 
new contributions, he 
returned and asked if he 
could have some of the 
‘garden hose’ that I was 
leaving.
I couldn’t believe that 
any one would knowingly 
take from those less for­
tunate than us, those that 
are too old, too sick, out'of 
luck, just because they 
weren’t there to protect 
their interests, their last 
chance to obtain, at a very 
low price from the 
Salvation Army stores, the 
objects that would make 
their lot in life, slightly 
more acceptable, and
permit the proceeds of the 
sale to support a poorer 
child at summer camp, or a 
meal & a bed for a destitute 
teengager or a Christmas 
supper for an old timer.
I mentioned that these 
objects I was leaving were 
for the unfortunates that 
couldn’t buy them new, for 
themselves. And even this 
did not reach his civilized 
sense of decency toward his 
fellow beings. He replied “1 
only want some, of that 
water hose”.
This left me speechless, I 
could only reply “No!”.
For a moment my mind 
was staggered by the 
thought“this is the usual 
behaviour of some of the 
Sidney residents.” But I 
discard that thought, 
vigorously, as I know, this 
was just one of the few lost 
souls that have parted with 
his morals and the decency
he was taught at his 
mother’s knee.
To all the rest I want to 
mention, it is a pleasure to 
live among the good 
Canadian people of Sid­
ney, B.C.
John R. Stevens 




Our thanks to all 
responsible for the much 
needed and wanted Rec. 
Center. We especially 
enjoyed the free swim times 
which were set up to ac­
commodate all ages and 
groups. On taking a tour 
and having an enjoyable 
swim with our families, we 
realize what an asset we 


















Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812
we found if!
SIDNEY FOURSQUARE GOSPEL CHURCH
9925 FIFTH ST., SIDNEY, B.C.
PASTOR MONTY F. MOORE 
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Parisl'i C'l'.urch of 
Breniwobd Hay




Sunday, Aug. 21 
9:45 a.m. Sunday
School
11:00 a.m. Worship 
Service “Marks of the 
New Birth”




ST. PAUL’S . 
One Service only 
St. Paul’s -11:00 a.m.
Tuesday, 7:30 P.M. 
Bible Study and Prayer.
CENTRAL SAANICH 





The Rc\ lew. Sir:
1 luue mi item for your 
newspaper ibai could be 
appropriately headed; ‘ 1 oi 
the Needy,
Not the Greedy.”
Thir mornfnf’ 'U I AfOppi'd 
my cur beside the 
’’Salvation Army" 
'discard', ‘Collection Box.* 
at the Safeway Shopping 
plaztt on Beacon Street, in 
Sidney, ptepatingjo leave a 
donation of svorihwhile 
goods, my family no Icmiwr 
required, a middle aged 
man, cfeanlv dres<i(*d and 
well groomed, probably on I
The
Collection
by Philippe van Rjndt 
It’s odd — althongh an 
itrereasing number of 
Canadian writers arc 
producing popular and 
well-written novels, no one, 
as far as 1 know, has iti- 
vented a Canadian detective 
to rank with Maigrct or 
Philip Marlowe. Or a really 
memorable spy. Nor has 
any Canadian writer 
created, within a group of 
suspense stories, anything 
like the Paris of Simenon or 
the California of Raymond 
Chandler — though Tom 
.‘\rdies makes the landscape 
of Vancouver important in 
Kosygin is Coming 
The spy thriller, almost 
inevitably, ha,s an in­
ternational theme and some 
relaiinship to a “big issue” 
in order for the stakes to he 
high enough for all the 
skiikUiggery to mailer. The 
Tetramachus Collection, a 
fine thriller which is the 
first novel of Philippe van 
KJndi, takes as its theme 
Vuiiean complicity in Na/i 
war crimes during the 
Second World War.
The book opens with the 
theft of a collection ol 
documents from the 
Vatican secret archives. The 
eollectitm is .stolen by an 
idealistic hut emhitteicd 
pi'icst who turns It over to 
an Italian socialist 
piihlisher. The documents 
liave (lie puvvci to desiiuy 
careers in a mimher of 
conniries, to alter the 
ntiTiHiimn of the papaev. 
perhaps to cause a 
I evolution in Italian 
politics, and end the 
separate economic and 
political power of the 
papacy.
Higli s(akc.s indeed. And 
the complex political and 
social background is well
fr-o-fii'ched and inielliin'iulv
amalyircd. I found the book
had the ability to make 
powerful and sophisticated 
characters seem real and 
fallible and complex. The 
pope, Cardinal Meyerchuk, 
the publisher Sabatini, all 
share something with real 
historical figures, yet 
have an inner life and fit 
their function in the plot,
The book’s central spy 
figures,Alexander Players, 
works for an organization 
named ISIS,whieli is an 
international espionage 
business created and 
tolerated by the esiiionage 
establishments of Russia 
and the U.S. In an in- 
lodnciory note, the author 
claims this is a ficlitious
name for an existing 
organization.
Was van Rjndt himself
involved in espionage? 
Certainly the book’s 
dedication, and the 
publi.sher’s note hints at it:
Philippe vanRjndl is a 
Canadian with an intimate 
knowledge of the inner 
working of intelligence 
organizations.”
Whatever the truth, it 
gives the book an extra 
fascination, and certainly, 
the author seems to know 
what he’s talking about. 
Try The Tetramachus 
Collection, Whatever kind 
of spy T’hilippc van Rjndt 
may he or have been, he’s a 
good writer.
Anglican Church oF Canada
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
Family Service S 
Sunday School 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 








10:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer:
Rector
Rev. W.M. Dobson 
652-3860
Sluggett Mem orial 
Baptist Church 





North Saanich Contributes Funds 
To Softball Assocuition
The Sidney Softball 
.A.ssoL’iaiion received a 
donation of $150 from 
North Saanich council at 
their regular ineetiriB 
Monday, and the promise 
of thc inayor to attend the 
opening ceremonies.
The donation came after 
a request was made for 
assistance with the 
association’s up-comlng 
ILC, Recreational Softball 
Play-offs to he held in 
Sidney on September .3, 4 
and 5,
Ihey, requested that the 
mayor p-artlclpate in the 
npeninfi. proclaim Aniinsl 
24 to ;h “Softh.nl 1 Week" 
uad for any ‘'as.sistancc 
nnahcittlly or liclp in the 
area oi hiinging imi ha'd 
park lo acceptable stan­
dards”,
ihc financial donation 
was made because the 
mnnicipaliiy's Public 
Works Depanmem was too 
busy to offer any help at tlie 
irnimem. «
The mayor also agreed to
) Ui’fcS p.ll I, Ul CUV I
ceremonies although he 























Praise Meeliiig: Wed. 








3rd Street, Sidney 















North Saanich council is 
awaiting the return of its 
engineering services 
director to learn whether it 
is feasible for the 
municipality to take over 
the Deep Cove wharf,
The wharf was closed 
■several weck.s ago when the 
fcdcTal government 
removed the floats al the 
end of it. Although the 
wharf appears sound 
structurally n was closed to 
the public,
Several icsidenis have 
requested the municipality 
retain the wharf as a walk 
way ,ind council has not 
opposed the idea although 
they want to be certain the 
wharf is in good condition 
and will not require ex­
pensive maimcniuwc.
UFXTOIl: i
Rev, Robert Stin.som 
656-4870 656..5322
All visitors and 











Rost Iluvi’ii Dr., Sidney
SLRVICI'S
9:30 a.m. Saiurday
s 111 (I v,
ll;00;i,iu. Wm-ship
7:30 p.m, Wetliiesday 
Prayer
Al l AHL Wld ('GML
PASIOR ll.E. DAWI'IS 
656-6940
Your «l» tommimlty Clior'»l*. 
Iti.l*()*inl*itl femlly Ov.ii»d and 
Conlrnllmd, Snndiilnr# If U.
Sunduy, Aug. nth
9:45 a.m. Sund,iy 
School
11:00 a.m, “Rooted in 
Christ, Wc Stand”










Spttiioliiing id ihippiiMj) lo u( 
IfOiTT anyvwHetrf. Call fnlD.Ki.
Sl&t iNnnfJAriONzu, ru&nt CAWL
Saanich Peninsula 
Catholic Parish
Our Lady Of The 
Asstonpiion
7726 W. Smiiiieh Ruud
Smiirdiiy Mass S',00 p.m, 
Sunday Mass 9:(Ui a.m.
St. Eihoheth's 
Church
100.30 Hill'd St.. Sidney
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A DI VISION or SANOS 
VICIOniA . . .. .. 3SH !.155
COLWOOD ..... . . atizv
DUNCAN
lADyLMIUI ’ i. r,«4S3.'U 
nanai.wo ,
Sidney Bible Chapel
9830 -51 h Street 
SUNDAY
9:30 a.m. f fe 1 urd's 
Supper







» , ' ! I' . t ■rHi'ts Afiui;
.liMts said "I am the 
Lighi of llie World"
"Wisdom lx (he prin- 
cHifil thing; therefore gel 
wisdom; nod with idl lliy 
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Victoria Symphony To Perform On Peninsula
The Victoria Symphony, 
conducted by Timothy 
Vernon with guest violinist 
Yiiri Masurkevich, will
perform on the grass at 
Parkland School, Sunday 
August 21, at 2:30p.m.
The free concert is
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAW HOTEL
downtown, spacious & 
modorn rooms, cablo 
color T.V., diract dial 
phonos, oil with viow 
balconios, froo parking, 
compllmontory cofloo & 
too sorvico, ond host of 
alt — mostly with fully 
•quipped kltchons that 
allow you and your 
family to enfoy sub* 
stontiai savings on 
brookfasts, lunches, 
snacks, cold drinks, ice 
cubes & other related 
expenses. Starting at 
only $18.00 single & 
$4.00 for each additional 
guest 12 years of age 
and over.
sponsored by the recreation 
commission and the school 
board. The full symphony 
became available to the 
commission because the 
Capital Regional District, 
containing the three local 
municipalities, gave a 
considerable grant to the 
symphony.
This is the first time in 10 
years that the entire 
symphony will appear here.
The commission is 
organizing the concert and 
the school board is sup­
plying the facilities.
The concert will begin at 
2:30 with an intermission at 




For brochure and reservations write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St.. Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1V\ 
or Phone area 604>687*6751
It’s time to start polishing 
tomatoes, canning 
crabapples and choosing 
your best gladiola stems 
because the 109th Annual 
Fall Exhibition sponsored 
by the Saanich Agricultural 
Society is coming.
This year the fair will be 
held September 3, 4 and 5; 
Sat., Sun., & Mon.
There will be all the usual 
exhibits and judging events 
and this year there will be 
almost continual grand­
stand entertainment, a new 
addition to the fair 
program, with one segment 





Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.":;..
2449 Beacon Phone 656-1171
ll
ncy
DR. JAMES I MORRIS 
wishes to announce 
the opening of his office for 
the practice of DENTISTRY 
in association with DR, ROY SILLS 
Office hours to include Thursday 
evenings and Saturday mornings.
2417Beacon Avenue 
Sidney
[above Toronto-Dominion Bank] 
Call: 656-1841 32-2
VANCOUVER, August 
1!, 1977 — The Sidney 
Silver Threads Volunteer 
Corps Building Committee 
has been given a grant of 
$10,475.00 by the federal 
New Horizons program.
The money was requested 
to help with renovations to 
the drop-in centre. 
Membership has increased 
significantly and additions 
to the building and ex­
pansion of the social, 
recreational and crafts 
programs are necessary.
Contact for the project is
Mr. John^^^.^^^'^
Goodrich, 10; 10145 .Third 
Street, Sidney; " "
New Horizons is a 
program of the Department 
of National Health and 
W^elfare to fund projects by 
groups of seniors to enable 
them to remain active and 
involved in their com­
munity. The B.C. regional 
office is located at 104-1525 
West 8th Avenue, Van­




Aug. 24 to 27
In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store. 
Sales In Retail Qiiantilies Only.
Cantaloupe
YURI MA SURKEIVICH
front lawn of the school 
and the organizers request 
that large groups inform the 
commission they plan on 
attending, The com­
mission’s office number is 
656-7271.
Timothy Vernon has 
been a Victoria resident 
since 1951, beginning his 
studies here with Dr. Nora 
V. Mendelssohn- 
Haimberger, Richard 
Proudman and Noel Smith. 
.\fter studying at the 
University of Victoria he 
entered the Vienna State 
Academy of Music. Almost 
10 later he returned to 
Canada to conduct the 
Columbia Orchestra, to 
become the Amity Singers 
miLsical director and to later
conduct the Regina 
Symphony Orchestra and 
Philharmonic Chorus.
Presently he is gueC^ 
conductor of the Canadian 
Opera Company and will be 
co-directing the company’s 
new spring season in 
Toronto. He is also con­
ducting the Victoria 
Symphony.
Yuri Masurkevich is a 
representative of the Soviet 
school of the violin. Born in 
Lvov, Ukraine in 1941, he 
finished music school there 
and continued at the 
Moscow Conservatory 
under Professor David 
Oistrakh. He and his wife 
Dana Pomeranz, also a 




In recognition of his 
achievements, Yuri was 
granted the title, of Out­
standing Artist of the 
Ukraine.
In 1974, the couple 
emigrated to Toronto and 
e ven t u a 11 y assu med 
teaching positions in the
Faculty of Music of the 
University of Western 
Ontario. After Yuri’s 
Toronto debut, the Globe 
and Mail wrote, 
‘‘...Masurkevich 
is...polished musician with 
exceptionally beautiful 
tone; a remarkable sen­
sitivity to dynamics and 
emotional shading;..”.




Wi;i.KI)AVS: «:3I) -6:00 
FRIDAY: 8:.30.9:m> 
SUNDAY: 10:00-5:0()
Aug. 22, MONDAY — 9 
a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library, 
outdoor games, arts & 
crafts room open for 
members wishing lo pursue 
their craft; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. outdoor shuffleboard; 
7:30 p.m., bingo.
Aug. 23, TUESDAY—9 
a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library, 
outdoor games, arts — 
crafts room open for 
members wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, lunch; 1 




















INSTANT 2iiniN $ 
CHOCOLATE r
shuffleboard & games 
night.
Aug. 24, WEDNESDAY 
— 9 a.m. centre open, 
cards, shuffleboard, 
library, outdoor games, arts 
& crafts room open for 
members wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, hot 
dinner; 1 p.m. discussion 
group.
Aiig. 25, THURSDAY— 
9 a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library, 
outdoor games, arts & 
crafts room open for 
members wishing to pur.sue 
their craft; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m., bridge; 7 p.m. crib.
Aug. 26, FRIDAY — 9 
a.m. centre open, 9:30 
a.m., podiatrist; cards, 
library, sliiifflcbuard, 
outdoor games, arts & 
crafts room open to 
memlrers wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, lunch; 2 
p.m. jacko; 7 p.m. evening 
cards.
Aug. 27, SATURDAY-
open I to 4 p.m. for drop- 
ins.
Aug. 28, SUNDAY 
open I to 4 p.m for drop- 
ins. >
Seat available on trip to 
I.ong Beach • Wickan- 
ninnish Inn Sept, 19-22,
Seat available on trip to 
Disneyland, Oct 3-13.
Day trips Aug. 31, 
P.N.H.
Register now for Ari.s & 






BEFORE YOU SEND THEM BACK TO SCHOOL 
have their vision tested
Studies show ilint children with vision defects often have learning disabilities. 




If your i';,e tccontmcndricorrective lenses conv; in and sec us. Wc luo.'C
lightweigiii sluiiierproof, plastic lenses and frames, and our selection is designed 
to please even the most reluctant cliei.t. Wc spend time fitting Ihc glasses because 
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14 fl. oz. tin
Empress
Homo. - Chunl^. 





































O w Shopping Dollors
To Enter just clip your Downtown Shopping 
Coupons and Redeem them at the 
Participating Merchants. Al! Coupons will 
be entered in the Draw and the winner 
announced in next week's Review.
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Georgette’s Fabrics & Crafts
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: 60 YEARS AGO
\lN THE REVIEW 
; A Sidney products 
1 banquet was to be held for 
; Victoria visitors to display 
;the variety and quality of 
'Sidney’s goods, sponsored 
■by the local Board of 
•Trade. The August 14, 1919 
• Review said, “the plan was 
•that provisions for the 
’banquet would be very 
’.largely donated by 
^businessmen and citizens of 
iSidney and that the catering 
iarrangments would be 
[handled by public-spirited 
•women of the community.’’
; The same issue carried 
[this notice, “Copies of the 
•Vancouver Province were 
•last Thursday night 
delivered at the Capital City 
by the Aerial League plane 
!No. 5 just forty-five 
minutes after the start from 
the Mainland metropolis.’’
rTT
Products banquet to wares
50 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW
The headline in the 
[August 18, 1927 Review 
read; “Story of Shanghaied 
Canadian Citizen.”
“Winnipeg, August 18 
The peaceful life of a farm 
•worker in Canada looks 
‘mighty good’ after half a
year of life in various 
prisons, where he was held 
because he could not prove 
his Canadian citizenship, 
according to C. Wark, 
repatriated Canadian who 
has recently been placed in 
farm work by the 
Colonization and 
Agriculture Department of 
the Canadian National 
Railways.”
He claimed he was 
shanghaied aboard a 
Franch freighter, carried to 
Sicilia and there discharged 
— stranded to undergo 
many hardships before 
securing his return to 
Canada.
And finally for that issue, 
a comment on women’s lib 
1927 style, “A Seattle man 
who spanked his wife for 
having her hair bobbed has 
been sent to jail, though he 
should have been sent to an 
antiquary.”
40 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW 
Sidney sponsored a local 
improvement contest to
come up with new business 
ideas for the town. The 
winning suggestion 
belonged to A.W. Holland, 
whose idea it was to develop 
a wollen goods industry, 
using Angora wool. First 
raising the wool, then 
carding, spinning, weaving, 
knitting, crocheting and 
otherwise manufacturing 
beautiful articles of high 
commerical value, creating 
all-year round employment 
for people of all ages and 
both sexes.
Mr. Hollands has been 
asked and has agreed to act 
as chairman of the Sidney 
Angora Wollen Industry.
In the August 18, 1937 
issue of The Review a plea 
for donations was carried in 
a front page editorial. The 
donations were to help 
sustain the North Saanich 
Volunteer Fire Brigade.









An editorial in the 
August 13, 1947 Review 
suggested the town build an 
aquarium as a point of 
interest for the many 
visitors Sidney receives each 
year. It said, “The project 
would be an ideal one for a 
local service club or 
benevolent association. It 
would be a happy project 
for an incorporated 
community, but, alas, that 
is a dream yet to be 
fullfilled.
“Actor Pilots Own Plane 
Here — Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Cummings of 
Hollywood, landed at the 
local airport on Saturday 
afternoon after a non-stop 
flight from San Franscisco. 
Mr. Cummings, a motion 
picture actor, was an 
aircraft instructor during 
the war.”
“No more meatless days 
in Cafes” read a headline in 
the same issue. “The ban 
on meatless days in 
restaurants, lifted last 
Friday has eased the. 
problem of providing 
substitutes for much-, 
w a n t e d m e a t i n 1 o c a 1 
cafes.”' • ^
policy of meatless days was 
instituted in 1943 when 
there was a shortage of 
meat. This was just one 
form of meat-rationing the 
government used.
20) YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW 
In the August 14, 1957 
i$sue of The Review it was 
oted that Central Saanich 
was having discussions 
about lot size restrictions in 
the municipality.
“The plan provided for 
the smallest sized lots, of 
0.4 acres, in the Brentwood 
area. Mr. Brahm Wiesman 
explained that the provision 
of a smaller lot would lay 
the district open to the need 
for a sewer scheme in the 
area.”
The planning did not 
solve the permanent 
problem, though, Brent­
wood now has sewers.
A few suggestions were 
printed as to how tourists 
could be attracted and then 
entertained in the com 
munity. One of them was 
for The Review, which was 
then a hot lead operation. It 
was stated The Review 
could print a few papers 
each week with a blank 
section on the front page, 
where a visitor could for r 
dollar have his name in 
serted in a story claiming he 
won the fishing derby or 
was arrested for speeding.
10 YEARS AGO 
IN THE REVIEW 
This comment in the 
August 16, 1967 Review 
was, made by some mar­
tyred editor, “Getting out a 
newspaper is no picnic. If 
we print jokes, folks say we 
are silly; if we don’t they 
say we have no sense of 
humour. If we publish 
original matter, they say we 
lack variety; if we publish 
things from other papers, 
they say we are too lazy to 
write. If we don’t go to 
church we are heathens; if 
we do we are hypocrites. If 
we stay in the office we 
should be out rustling news; 
if we are out rustling nevvs 
we are not attending to bur
business at the office. If we 
wear old clothes, we are not 
solvent; if we wear new 
clothes, they are not paid 
for. What in thunderation 
is a poor editor to do 
anyhow? Like as not, some 
editor will say we swiped 





Fears expressed at a 
recent public hearing may 
be abated by an amendment 
adopted by the regional 
board Wednesday.
Larry Lund, of 940
Waifred Road, had aptdied 
for rezoning to Residential 
from Limited Agriculture 
to build one house, but 
concern was expressed at 
the public hearing that the 
rezoning could allow more 
development than just one 
house to occur.
A.I a regional board 
meeting last week, directors 
accepted an amendment to 
the rezoning by-law to 
Rural Residential, a more 
res t rict rive cl assi fi cation 
than Residential.
BrfEtiaiii
^ P; .i'/172 Erentwooci •'
Brentwood Bay 
^.SJ. 8. Vancouver Island
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413




[NEW YORK & SALMON STEAK] 
FRESH VEGELABI J.S 
POTATOES
OVEN BAKED SCONE BREAD 
FRUIT CUP 
bevera(;e
Stnulay Brunch 11:30 u.m. - 2;.30 p.in.
^ ^
M'H
-a, HOCKEY LEAGUE 
SPECIALS
THIS HAMPSHIRE EWE is an unusual 
mother according to Cleo Matheson, her 
owner. Cinderella, the registered ewe, has had 
four sets of twins and one set of triplets since
she started breeding. ■T:-
fO ’ All HOCKEY GEAR
HOCKEY-STICKS
Back To School 
Bike Repairs & iainteoaoce
ROY AL OAK 
SHOPPING CENTRE 
4450 W. Saanich Rd.
479-9531
.... /.i - . g
CALIFORNIA
SMOKED GOVT INSPECTED LOCAL





DINNER SAUSAGE GOVT INSPECTED
BUNCH




COFFEEH Ib Hiw Irm
Reg. or Fine Grind
TRADITIONAL Mb. Pkg.
$1149
SUNGOLD 4 Pouch Carton
Orange Flavour Ciystals
















TOILET TISSUE 4 ROLL
It KRAI=T SINGLE
CHEESE SLICES 'D Bira Amu EtM HiuV BomH Bnii $169
•V
BONUS













ROYAL OAK SHOPPING CENTRE
PRICES EFFECTIVE AUGUST 17, 18,19 & 20 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES j
OPEN DAILY 9 a.m.-9 p.m., SUNDAYS 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
\ige 8 THE REVIEW
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SIDNEY PRE-SCHOOL
Cycling with pre-wheelers requires precautions
Our r.: is !o provide physical, emotional and 
soci, growth within a frame work of safety 
and consideration for others.








An Outreach of Foursquare Ministries
Contrary to the romantic 
notion, most bicycles just 
aren’t built for two, says 
the B.C. Automobile 
Association. Yet thousands 
of cycling parents are 
determined to include their 
young pre-wheelers on 
sunny afternoon excursions 
over local bike paths.
Sales of child bicycle 
carriers have risen 
significantly the past couple 
of years. These seats are 
mounted atop the rear or 
front fender of a bicycle 
and are designed to ac­
commodate toddlers. 
Parents claim the seats have 
brought hours of family 
biking pleasure not before 
possible.
But biking in this manner 
can be dangerous, warns 
the Association. The seats 
may cause erratic steering 
or throw the bike off 
balance. If an accident 
occurs, the child, too, most 
' likely will be injured.
So while cycling with
golf
ONE OF THE FINEST GOLF COURSES IN CANADA 
3 EXCELLENT COLORED TENNIS COURTS
AND NOW
A Brand New 6-Sheet CURLING RINK!
COMPLETION DATE - MID OCTOBER




AND BEST OF ALL ^ 
YOU PA Y ONL Y 
FOR WHAT YOU USE!
REGISTER NO W WHILE 
YOU HAVE A 
CHOICE OF TIMES 
& LEAGUES
GLEN MEADOWS GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB 
dFFICEi656-3136 PRO SHOP 656-3921
youngster invites some 
safety hazards, if you’re 
determined to purchase 
such a seat, here are a few 
tips from the BCAA.
First, you should have 
experience'as a cyclist. Your 
child’s safety will largely 
depend on your cycling 
ability and know-how.
Select a carrier of sturdy 
construction, advises the 
auto club, neither too small 
nor too large for the in­
tended passenger and amply 
padded to protect the child 
when riding over bumps. It 
should be equiped with a 
safety strap adjustable to 
the child’s size, shields to 
protect legs from spokes, 
and “stirrups” for the feet.
Experts disagree over 
ideal mounting positions. 
Some claim if it is mounted 
on the front, parents can 
keep an eye on their 
youngster. Others say that 
front mounting invites 
distraction and steering and 
vision difficulties. However 
a rear mounting can throw 
off the bike’s centre of 
gravity, making the front 
wheel light. Getting on and 
off the bike also become 
difficult.
Whichever position you 
select, the BCAA 
recommends that you 
anchor the seat securely and 
check for any wobbling or 
swaying. Steering and 
balance are going to be 
difficult enough.
Check nut and bolt at­
tachments frequently. 
Riding over bumps and 
rough roads can loosen the 
seat.
If you’ve never used one 
before, it’s a good idea to 
take a dry run with the 
carrier, using a box of 
books or some other weight 
strapped into the seat. Not 
only will this help you 
become accustomed to the 
load, it can help you 
determine the most ideal 
mounting place.
Practise turning, braking 
and manoeuvring advises 
the Asspciation.
Remember, a fast brake can 
cause a pendulum effect.
The weight of the child 
could flip the bike over in a 
fast brake. Starting off also 
become more difficult, 
though use of low gear will 
help.
Never leave a youngster 
unattended on a bike. In 
most cases, the kickstand is 
not strong enough to 
support the extra weight. 
For the same reason, it may 
help to have another 
person hold the bike while 
the baby is strapped in the 
seat and the driver mounts.
Whenever possible, avoid 
bumpy or rough roads, 
slippery surfaces or par­
ticularly congested areas 
when biking with 
youngsters.
Be extra cautious, and as 
always, observe the rules of 
bicycle safety:
Ride in single file.
Keep to the right, riding 
with the flow of traffic.
Ride at a safe speed for 
the condition of roadways 
and amount of traffic.
Slow down, look and
listen at all intersections.
Maintain a safe distance 
between bikes.
Obey all traffic laws and 
regulations, including 
traffic lights, signals and 
signs.
Watch for parked cars 
pulling away from curbs or 
sudden openings of car 
doors.
For night riding, wear 
light coloured or reflective 
clothing, use a headlight 









If a film is successful nowadays, it’s very 
likely to be followed by a sequel before long. 
Disney Studios seem to be no exception to this, 
following their very popular “The Love Bug” 
with “Herbie Goes to Monte Carlo”, playing 
now at the Royal Theatre.
As is usual in Disney films, the gimmick (in 
this case, a Volkswagen with a human per­
sonality) is the hero, leaving the live actors and 
actresses with supporting roles.
However, it’s all done in a lively, enjoyable 
way, with lots of action and clever scenes. 
Herbie has a part in a jewel robbery ... a cross- 
France auto race ... and a romance with a cute, 
racy Lancia sports car.




It’s definite. Man 
inhabited British 
Columbia at least 
12,000 years ago.
The proof is at the 
B.C. Provincial 
Museum. And now 
Peninsula visitors can 




Gallery”, they are 
whisked, figuratively, 
backwards in time to 
prehistory. Over the 
centuries they go, 
through the ‘T2,(X)0 
Year Gap” of man’s 
unrecorded past, 
disembarking at the 
last Ice Age’s end in 
British Columbia.
A cosmic sound-and-light 
show extends a welcome. 
Floor-to-ceiling multiple 
screens flicker images of an 
ice-bound North America; 
quadraphonic sound en­
velopes visitors in whistling 
prehistoric winds.
The telescoped millenia 
include an ancient “great 
pit house”, a snug winter 
dwelling ingeniously built 
for warmth — half above, 
half underground — by the 
interior Indians; a canoe, 
laden with trade goods and 
supplies, poised as if for a 
journey beginning 
momentarily; a Kwakiutl 
house, readied for a winter 
ceremony.
“We want to get people 
totally involved in this 
exhibit,” says guide Kerry 
Brown as she explains the 
museum’s sensorial ap­
proach to artifact display 
We’ve tried to keep long 
written explanations to a 
minimum. People don’t 
want to do much reading 
while visiting a museum,
So, although there are 
approximately 800 separate 
items on display in the new 
gallery, it is much more 
than an “item-123-A-stone 
arrowhead” exhibit. 
Instead, there are sounds — 
a dancer’s chant echoing 
through the “Cave of the 
Supernatural Power” — 
and sights — a 
magnificently painted, full- 
size longhouse, reproduced 
in exact detail.
THE MY WO® B PEOPLE





3 Colors: Grey, Green & Gold. 
Covers up to 200 sq. ft.
1-2V2 gal. Neoprene
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Mr. & Mrs. N.H. Cunning 
wish to celebrate their 60th 
(Diamond) W e d d i n g
Anniversary with their many 
friends & relatives. A reception 
will be held on Tuesday, Aug. 
30, 1977 from 2:00 to 4:00 
p.m. at the Anglican Church 
Hall. Your presence only - No 
Clifts.
SIDNEY APPLIANCE CENTRE
Now Stocking - TREMCO PAINTS
is oftertitg W a pound ter your ^











¥ow Stocking - HALLGRAFT FIBERGLASS PRODUCTS
Every body's got an old dinhwanbor 
Bomowhoto... a husband, a 
diahlowol, a scouring pad. Bring 
It in and got lOiJ a pound toward 
a brand hew KitchoriAld 
dishwasher. Wo think It's tho 
boul diahwnshor made, Choonn 





combinations. All ol which 
KlIchonAld builds boiler, 
nol cheaper.
GLIDDEN STAIN
HIGH HIDING PROTECTIVE STAIN
Tir CEDAR C 00 
^WALNUT







clear 1x6 Cedar T&G R&Btr.
SIDNEY APPLIANCE CENTRE
2388 Beacon Ave. 656*3422
And there are things to 
touch. Fingers can explore 
the rough walls of two 
actual southwestern British 
Columbia archeological 
excavations, cutaway layer 
cakes revealing an 8,000 
year profile of the people 
who lived there. Visible are 
discarded clam shells and 
food remains, bonfire ash, 
and earth trodden smooth 
by human feet. Here is a 
hammer, there an awl, 
exactly where their owners 
lost or discarded them 
many centuries ago.
Three years in the 
making, the “First Peoples’ 
Gallery” opened January 
18, 1977. Visitors, says
Brown, are surprised by the 
“powerful and moving 
experience” they find.
Most are impressed by 
the Indians’ great ability to 
adapt, she says, to the 
environment (skin clothing 
in the harsh interior, bark 
on the gentle coast), the 
arrival of the horse, and 
finally, the white man.
In one gallery, 100 years 
suddenly condense and the 
visitor sees the Indian 
culture first adapt, then 
reel, under the European 
influx. Fish hooks change 
from bone to metal, and 
Hudson’s Bay blankets 
replace the traditional^ 
intricately hand-woven 
blankets.
A smashed ceremonial 
mask sums up the ruthless 
suppression of the Indian’s 
naturalistic religion, which 
sliares much with Christian 
lore. For instance, the 
: gallery’s Cosmology display 
relates the Indian’s floor 
legend! Once in the misty, 
past, a number of persons 
were rescued by a whale “as 
large as a ship” from a 
flood that covered their 
world. At flood’s end, a 
raven fiew over a sun­
drenched earth, a symbol of 
man’s rebirth.
From 80,000 proud, vital 
people, disease, firearms 
and alcohol reduced their 
inimbcrs to a dazed and 
disinherited 28.000. The 
tale of destniclion is told in 
a small circular gallery 
where eight giant Indian 
phoio-purtrails seem to 
ask. sadly but without 
bitterness. “Why”?
“But the Indian 
iiaditions did not die,” 
Kerry points out. “They 
survive in the poilutch. u 
lavislt eercmuiiy, once 
banned, but still practiced 
today by the Kwnkiuils.” 
They survive in legends 
being passed on l>y village 
ciders and in tlie artwork 
flowing from talented 
Indian artisans. Ami tltcy 
survive in this gallery.
A room of panels on 
aboriginal land claims 
concludes this journey 
ihrouglt the past, posing 
questions for the future. 
The struggle that began in 




various parts to in­
terest them. Each age- 
had their own 
favourite scenes, and it 
was interesting to see 
their reactions and 
discover what amused 
each one.
As usual, we attended the late afternoon 
showing (about 5:00) and were seated with no 
delay. On leaving, we passed the half-block long 
line of people waiting for the 7 o’clock show. To 
use, the convenience of not having to wait is 
worth delaying dinner awhile. Try it. Try 
“Herbie goes to Monte Carlo”. We think you’ll 
like it!
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Effective immediately and until 
further notice a total ban on burning 




after they are hatched, 
Mound-Building birds 
can leave their nest 
... spread their wings ... 
and flyl Incrodiblel
2716 NOV'74 44tf lo nwT rm w,r .
and Did You Know
That in order for your cor 
lo got those quick, 
reassuring starts you 
should start by having 
lire battery checked — 




2391 BEACON AVE. 
^56-1922
SANDED SPRUCE PLYWOOD G.1S. "D” Fir Plywood3/84x8 sht. *8.95













Effective August Uth, 1977, and until further notice, all 
domestic and Commercial burning within the Town of Sidney, 
is hereby prohibited due to hazardous conditions and it is iUcgal 
to ignite a fire of any description in tlie open air.
If
Deep Cove




Smorgasbord Dinner Wed, Evening Only 
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
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The capital cost of bulk water distribution
By GORDON 
EWAN
The third kind of cost 
that occurs in financing the 
peninsula water system is 
the capital cost of the 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission’s (SPWC) own 
bulk distribution system.
The Greater Victoria 
Water Board (GVWB) 
proposes to terminate its 
30-inch, $4,000,000. supply 
main at Dooley Road. This 
main, obviously, must be 
continued up the peninsula 
to serve Central Saanich,
Sidney and North Saanich. 
An engineering study, not 
due to be completed before 
October, is underway to 
determine routes, sizes, 
ancillary works such as 
reservoirs, and costs. To 
consider this question, even 
in its broader aspects, at 
this time, there is no 
alternative but to attempt to 
second guess the engineers.
Central Saanich could 
possibley draw its supply at. 
Martindale Road where 
there is a currently 
producing well, leaving
Sidney and North Saanich 
to be served by an extension 
of the main supply line. 
This is currently ac­
complished by a 12-inch 
main running up the centre 
of the peninsula. Not only 
has this main deteriorated 
during the 35 years it has 
been in existence, but it is 
also demonstratively 
inadequate. A larger new 
main, therefore, must be 
laid, and either it can oc­
cupy current easements or 
else a new route, involving 
acquisition of easements.
inust be used. Either of 
these alternatives will be 
expensive, amounting to 
several million dollars, and 
there is no escape from such 
capital costs.
Adequate supply mains 
ease the need for reservoirs, 
but some reservoir 
capacity is nevertheless still 
requried. Currently, there 
are two serving the 
peninsula, the Dawson in 
Brentwood and the airport 
one on the slopes of Mt. 
Newton. A third and new 
one has been tentatively 
proposed on Horth Hill. 
Both the existing reservoris 
are inadequate, the Dawson 
reservoir having been 
designed to serve only the 
needs of the fromer 1,000 
customer Brentwood 
Water District. Either an 
extension to the existing 
reservoris or the third new 
one is, therefore, an 
essential requirement.
Operationally, a reservoir 
can be part of the SPWC 
supply system or else it can 
be part of a municipal 
distribution system. Central 
Saanich could utilize the 
Dawson reservoir, leaving 
Sidney and North Saanich 
to make mutually 
satisfactory arrangements 
about the Mt. Newton and 
Horth Hill ones. It makes 
more sense, though, 
financially, for SPWC to 
manage the reservoris as 
part of the supply system 
because of the matter of 
provincial grants.
Grants payable are 75®7o 
of the costs over three mills. 
Three mills, based on 
current assessments, yield 
$213,700. This amount is 
the annual payment to 
amortize a capital ex­
penditure of just about 
$2,000,000 at over 9% 
interest over 25 years. Thus, 
capital expenditures in 
excess of $2,000,000 are 25 
cent dollars. Since it is 
doubtful that a municipal 
distribution system could 
qualify for provincial 
grants, it pays for SPWC to
capitalize as much of the 
system costs as is possible. 
Such costs could amount to 
a total of 10 to 12 million 
dollars.
Assuming, con­
servatively, a total capital 
debt of $10 million, annual 
amortization payments 
would amount to 
$1,070,080. Of this, 
$213,700 is a direct cost 
plus 25% of the remainder 
of $214,095 for a total of 
$427,795 annually. This is 
equivalent to a peninsula 
wide tax rate of 6 mills at 
current assessments. Based 
on a 500 million gallon 
current annual con­
sumption, it is also 
equivalent to 86 cents a 
thousand gallons.
It was shown in last 
week’s Review article that, 
together with a transfer 
payment of provincial 
grants, the 18 cents a 
thousand gallons to be 
charged by GVWB would 
recover capital costs and 
debt charges in that part of 
the system. Peninsula 
residents are therefore left
with 68 cents a thousand 
gallosn net capital costs. 
This, peninsula residents 
can live with, especially if 
the basic $213,700 were 
collected through a 3 mill 
general property tax, 
leaving about 34 cents a 
thousand gallons as capital 
costs based on actual 
consumption. To such 
costs, operational, ad­
ministrative, and 
distribution costs must be 
added.
It is time SPWC ad­
dressed itself to these 
fundamental questions and 
engaged in some realistic 
negotiating with GVWB 
ar.d the provincial 
departments concerned 
instead of bickering as to 
which municipality will pay 




done al greatly reduced 
price for wood 
656-3626 656-1418
OLGA’S MARKET
EDAM & GOUDA CHEESE “
*fRKH PRODUCE ★FRESH MEATS
OPEN DAILY 9-9
corner Pat Baj Hwy. & Amity Drive
MRS. F.A. THORNLEY with her husband’s prized lillies.




By Lynda Williams 
* Don’t bother the Ross 
Butler Family on Monday 
Evenings they will be deeply 
involved in Family Home 
Evening.
^ The Butlers of 5807 West 
Saaniclt Rd. arc among the 
growing number of families 
who set aside one evening a 
week entirely for their 
I'timily. Their Church, The 
Church of .lesus Christ of 
l..aticr-dny Saints or 
Mormons, has long ad­
vocated this practice and in 
Tact has pioneered many of 
the concepts now in 
operation worldwide.
The Family Home 
|■■vening idea is catching on 
hi B.C. and elsewhere. 
Indeed, the B.C. Council 
on the family, nn in- 
Igrd0nom i n a t i 0na I, 
I’lovincial Goverumeni 
I'osiered organi/iilion, is 
anxious lo ptomoie (he idea 
province wide.
A typical Family Home 
Evening in the Butler home 
will consist of f.avourite 
family songs, instructional 
games, a lesson on family 
relations geared to the 
children and refreshments. 
More often than not the 
evening will be planned and 
conducted by one of the 
Butler children (ages 12 to 
2) using the Church 
produced Family Home 
Evening Manual or other 
material. These evenings at 
home are liberally in­
termixed with Monday 
night family swims, hikes or 
other recreational activities.
Wlienevcr the need tirises 
any family incntber may 
call a Family Council to 
disetiss a problem that 
riujuires the input of 
others. Many decisions are 
dernocriiiically mtule here 
and it is possibie for Dad or 
Mom to be outvoted on 
non-criiical . issue,s. Such
the experience when Ross 
wanted to get rid of a 
garden-digging dog which 
happened to be a children’s 
pet. The kids outvoted him 
and he had to find a 
solution to keep the dog 
out, Ross claims that 
Family Councils help the 
children to lake respon­
sibility and be made to feel 
an important part of the 
family unit was one whose 
opinion is valued.
Another reason for these 
Monday Evening meetings 
is to foster family unity and 
a pride in heritage. To help 
do this tite Butlers have 
developed a family 
tradition, the Butier Silver 
Dollar Award. This award 
has a genuine silver dollar 
attached and one is given 
weekiy for ''oulsianding 
.service to family," The 
recipient has his name 
engraved on the certificate
LUMBER CLEARANCE SALE!!
2 X 6 - 8’ Com Fir 
2 X 6 - 16’ Com Fir 
2X6- 20’ Com Fir 
2 X 4 - 16' Com Fir 
2 X 3-92'/4’Fir 




AO Lin. Ft. 
.39 ea.
,03 Lin. Ft,
1X6 Rough Cedar 
1X12 Rough Cedar 
2X4 Rough Cedar 
2X6 Rough Cetlar 
2X8 Rough Cedar 
2X 12 Rough Cedar 
6 X 6 Rough Cedar
,12 Lin Ft. 
.30 Lin, Fl, 
.15 Lin; Ft. 
.15 Lin.'Ft. 
.20 Lin, Ft. 
.60 Lin, Ft. 
.50 Lin. Ft.'
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOT8CE
Appointments to the Advisory Planning Commission
LhcCouncil of life Town of Sidney has recently cslablislicd an Advisory IMun- 
ning Commission, the terms of reference for witicli arc as follows:-
’’Memhers of ilic Commission shalLserve without rermmeration and 
shall iidvisc (’ouncil ott sncli matters coming within the scope of I’arl 
\\I of the Municipal .Act ns may from time to lime be referred lo the 
Commission try ihe'Council’’.
I’ari .\XI of the Municipal Act involves Community IManninu: Zoning: .Sub­
division oil ttnd and Building Regulations.
1 he Commission will consist of seven members, one of whicli will be a memlier 
III ( uuiii'il, who will aei as t iiaimum .uid the lenuiiiidci uill be .ipjiiiiulcd b> 
Co\incil, , , ' '
Residents of .Sidney interested in serving ilic community by being appointed to 
ilii' (ue ius'hed m nihndi ilvir nniries, rjuaIif>a»ioui,, anrl other
■ peiTiiieni information for consideration by (■'unnihl. '
Submissions and any rctittcsis for further details sltonld be addre.sscd to:
Cl. S. 1 ogan.
Town Clerk,
2440 .Sidney Avenue 
Sidney, ILC.
VKI, IY7
The Corporation of tho District of Central Saanich
PROCLAAAATION 
"Alcohol Awareness"
WHEREAS denial and cover-up are itnporlanl factors in dealing with the 
problem of excessive drinking and alcoliolism; * '
AND WHEREAS tlie problem of c.xcessive drinking and alcoliolism is 
reaching epidemic proportions in Canada, wiilv British Cnhimbiti leading the 
way vvitli the highest .alcoliolism rate in the Country:
AND WHEREAS the Drtig and Alcoholic Rchabiliiaiion Society of 
Greater Victoria ate planning nn 'awareness' programme to bring tlie facts 
about alcohol misuse to ilie people of Vieioria.
NOW TIIEREl'CHE, I HEREBY PROCLAIM llie week of September 
i:ili tluuufeh Kith, 1077 ,e. AL.COnOI, AWARErBZn::: V,TnK in Ctnli.li; 
Saanich, .and thus support tine efforts of DARS Ih Wtfcniptirig to strip ,away 




PRICES EFFECTIVE: AUGUST 18, 19 & 20 
Tk AMPLE PARKING ★
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities 
STORE HOURS:
Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat., 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri., 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. & Holidays 12 p.m. - 6 p.m.
CAf^ADA GRADE ”A" GRAIN FED BEEF






ROUND STEAK j| 
$1291BONE-IN ■ ^ : I ll
■_ i LB. 1
DINNER HAM
BURNS $ f 99
1 BONELESS: 1
KENT BACON 1
SCHNEIDER J ^ r
1 LB. PKG. , 1 '^1
TORICEY grade "A"




I ^TITATfl cai^nation >4 ^ 1 | 2 LB. BAG tJfOR 1 1
1 frozen peas
McCAIN 2 LB. k A ll*
APPLE PIES;;
MRS. SMITH Q Q % :
MARGARINE 
west S i 391 3 LB. PKG. ^ 1
fEEK.FREAN :
ASSORTED 11 01^CREAM ”3 
COOKIES 140Z.[strawberry
lAM St 39
1 NABOB 11 24 OZ. TIN ^ nm
LEMON
CHEESE7ff|d
NABOB 16 OZ. g ^ : 1
ICE TEA MIX




120Z. TIN $ *1 391
- ' tl . ^; H
DETERGENT SOAP PERSONAL SIZE 1
"’'SM KT S *1 Ool
~3for J[ 1
liimirrAO WINSTONIwiilLUInit HOUSE roFFEE-TEAM
WHITE 
128 OZ. NABOB 16 OZ.
m H HmII ■HWI ' - . |
$ 1 09
ANANAS CHIQUITA TOMATOE




















In an out of the way corner 
of Deep Cove, this char 
ming 4 bedroom, 2 
!’bathroom, basement home 
['/among tall trees, some 
seaview, walking distance 
to marina, a pleasure to 
‘ show. Asking $75,500. 
DEEP COVE 
1.9 ac. of secluded orchard, 
on southerly hillside. 2 legal 
parcels, one with older 
home on watermains. Share 
this with a friend or a horse. 
Package, $80,000.
HALF ACRE
Vi acre lot in Sidney with 
access on two streets. 
Future subdivision may be 
possible. Close to shopping. 
Older 3 bedroom house 
with detached garage 
presently on the property. 
$67,000 MLS
SWARTZ HEAD 
Attractive, sunny, treed Vi 
ac. with approx. 175 ft. of 
waterfront, high location, 
magnificent views over the 
islands, water mains, only 
$56,000.
WEILER AVE.
17(W Sq. Ft. 4 bedroom 
bungalow (needs painting) 
and 65ft sq. ft. 
■gafage/Recreation building 





Striking country bi-level 
home on 2.25 acres. 3 or 
bedrooms, 2 baths, 
fireplaces in living room & 
family room. Space & 
seclusion yet only a few 
minutes from Sidney, 






MISS. FOR SALE AETQS S BOATS FOR SALE
HOT HOUSE TOMATOES 35 cents per, 
lb. 20 lbs. or more 25 cent per lb. 1828 
John Road. 31*3








Great one bedroom con­
dominium with superb view 
of gulf islands. Galley 
kitchen, private balcony, 
elevator, parking, plus 
other amenities. Priced 








LADIES TRICYCLE: 3 speed, large 
basket and padlock, nearly new. Oak 
sideboard, 3 feet 6 inches long, 20 
inches wide, 3 feet high with 3 
drawers and a shelf. Pool, 6 foot 
diameter, steel wall, 15 inches high, 
ond cover. 656-6176 after 5 p.m. 33-1 
FRIDCIDAIRE. console dining table, 





GOLD PLUAAS, 15 cents a pound, 
fresh. Converted oil stove $35; smell 




A Division of 
Chess Enterprises Ltd.
2360 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
656-7259
WARM AIR DUCTS, added or moved. 
Furnaces and zero clearance 
Firoptoces Installed. Coll Gary Bishop 
Heating. 656-2460. 33-4
FIGURE SKATES with Guards, girl's 




Saturna Island 7/10 acre 
waterfront lot with south­
western exposure in the 
East Pt. area. $14,00ftMLS 
Jim Jones 656-4597
Jack Felherslon 652-2269 
JOHN SALVADOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
IT’S A STEAL 
Where can you get 2-3 
bedroom, 1 Vi bath homes 
for $35,ft0ft.{)0 each? No 
gimmick - just 2 in one in 
this side by side duplex in 
sunny Sidney, on a quiet 
street - it is offered at 






Prime office space in new 
retail store and office block 
on main street in Sidney, 
416 sq. ft. on second floor, 
$140.00 per month. 





MOVING: Basament Sale. 3 piece 
wood orvd wrought Iron potlo set; 30 
L.P. records; 22 pieces crystal in 
oxquisit pattern; Muskrat jacket, size 
12-14, like new; good used clothing: 
many misc. articles. Sale lasting one 
week. Phone 656-5232, 10291
Godfrey Ploce (off Piercy). 33-1
per shift, $20,000. Alco Planner c/w 
1 671 Diesel, $10,000. Coutts Sawmill 
c/w Edger • 6110 Diesel, $10,000. 
Phone Smithers 847-2879 after 6p.m. 
33-1
CHOICE GRADE ALFALFA HAY. 
Vanderhoof, B.C. Phone 567-4108 
between 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. 33-1
; .forrent .
■jDeep Cove, unfurnished 
liexec. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 




Attractive 2 bedroom full 
basement house just around 
the corner from the beach. 
Low maintenance lot. 
Seaview from sundeck. 
Now vacant. Asking 
$55,000.
ISidriey, approx 200 sq. ft. 
Prof, office space. $85/m.
ALL STEEL portable sawmill, 50 FBM 
per hift, $20,000. Alco Ploner c/w671 
Diesel. $10,000. Coutts Sawmill c/w 
Edger - 6110 Diesel, $10,000, Phone 
Smithers 847-2879 after 6 p.m. 33-1 
D7E CAT 1964 ROPS angle blade 
winch. Good condition, $31,000. D6C 
Cat 1969 ROPS ongle blade free spool 
winch, new rollers. D. Martin 
Equipment, Kamloops. Telephone • 
days 372-5642. Eves. 374-1506. 33-1
TRUCKS
1974 GMC \h Ton & 
Canopy
1974 Ford -14 Ton & 
Canopy
1975 Ford y4 Ton Pickup
I 1974 Chevrolet '/; Ton 
1 Pickup 
1968 Fargo Van
1968 Fargo Van 
Automatic
1975 Ford % Ton Van
1976 Ford Super Cab 
Camper
1974 Dodge 1 Ton insulated 
van
1977 GMC y4 Ton Pickup
1969 Ford 1 Ton Furn. Van 




FOR SALE BY OWNER: (1) High
density area Delicatessen, $35,000. 
(2) Commercial revenue building, 9% 
net return on investment. Cash, 
terms or trade. 18 Wells St. Sooth, 
Chilliwack V2P5Y9. Phone 792-1033. 
33-1 ________ _
JUST ME
Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all 
orders. Phone 656-4754
BARBER - stylist shop. Voncouver
Island. Good shop, low overhead, 
steady clientele. Phono 245-4260 or 
write P.O. Box 25, Ladysmith, B.C. 
V0R2E0. _________
.BABY SITTER wonted lor four month















& “Vancouver Island’s most' 
complete supply of trailer-] 
camper parts’’
All peninsula crops are 
developing well. Excellent 
crops of berries have been 
harvested and early 
vegetables are maturing 
ahead of schedule because 





1972 Argosy Airstream 20’ 
1976 Boler Trailer 
1975 Sprite 16’Trailer




Attractive no step home 
just minutes from shopping 
and business centre. 
Electric heat, w/w well 
insulated. Fenced yard and
BUYING OR SELLING 
CALL K. bROST 
656-4000 656-2427
garden area. A very nice 
LANDS ENDROAD home waiting for your
Deluxe family home on yi r inspeiition. $53,600^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ 
acre. 3 bedrooms on main ; BEN high AROSON 
with a 4th downstairs- [656-5584 656-6958
1 Floor to caUng fireplace in
REAL ESTATE?
THINK
I living ‘‘room'a 
f i r e p 1 ac ed r o u t h e d -in 
downstairs. En suite 
bathroom. Large sundeck 
off kitchen. Must be sold. 
Asking $76,000.
TO BUY OR SELL 
OR FOR REAL F.STA I E 
ASSIST ANCK 
CALL BOB HAGUK 
477-7291 or 656-4928 
D.F.H. Real Fslale 
1559 McKen/ie
BLUEBERRIESI Pick your own. 50 cents 





I New condition. Priced to sell. Phone 
656-2143. 33-1
AFRICAN VIOLETS 
I Moving. Must sell. 
I 1564.
in full bloom. 







1 USED WESTINGHOUSE washer 
I requires some repair. Reasonable 




Choice, Brentwood lots, full un­
derground services, curbs, paving 
and lighting. Brand new development 
of eight lots in delightful area of fine 
homes. Lonfoir Cres., off V7allace 
Drive, Southqf AAorchont Rood. From 
$34,500. FullDeloiis
USED TRUCK AND CRAWLER PARTS 
NOW wrecking. International,
1 Coterpiller, Allis-Cholmers, Ken- • 
1 worth. Hayes, Freightliner.
Telephone days 992-5354, nights, 
i 747-2857. Bodoc Enterprises Ltd.. Box 
2468, Quesnel. B.C. .V2J 3J3. 33-1
FOR SALE: 1973 Mock RL 700L 325
Moxidine engine, ^ 6 speed tran­
smission, 44,000 pounds, rear axles, 
new tires, point job. Excellent 
condition. Keis Trucking Ltd. Phone 
1 992-6364. /' k: / 33-2
lEst. 1912]
2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154
> GARDENERS’ DELIGHT 
: , : WITH SEA VIEW
8545 East Snanlcli Rd. 
j“ Drive by but please do not 
disturb the owner. Phone us 
for an appointment to view 
a home you would be proud 
■ to own.
BRENTWOOD BAY 
Lovely 4 year old home on 
Wallace Dr. 3 bedrooms on 
main. En suite plumbing 
I with another bath in the 
basement. Finished laundry 
room, family room and 
play room. Easy lo care for 
lot as set against the trees. 
I Tastefully decorated. MLS. 
Asking $73,500.
DON’T LIFT 
A finger. We can’t 
remember when we have 
had a home in such won­
derful condition as this 2 
bedroom, 5 year old. 
Special features include 
hardwood floors, fireplace, 
and a beautifully land­
scaped and fenced yard. A 
dream to move into is yours 





. ,'MARCONI REALTY 
386-3941
MIRROR, HEAVY PLATE, 30 inches by 
51 inches, $15. Old English plates, 
English china tea set, collectobles, 
■ old music, and pine bench. 656-1404. 
33-1
.7 OF AN ACRE, beautiful soo-vlew, 
close lo new rec. centre 8 oil 
amenities. Asking $36,000, open to 
offers. 656-1049, 33-4
DEEP COVE RESIDENTIAL 1.82 acres, 
zoned residential, 3 proven wells, 




GARAGE SALE - August 20 8 21. 1106 
Llonfolr Cres., off Wolloce Drive. 
Electric lownmower, garden tools, 
linens, dropes, blankets, clothing, 
chino, furniture, boys bicycles, and 
many more mlscelloneous, 33-1
BEDROOM SUITE, blonde, bookcase
8 headboard. Two dressers, box 
spring 8 moltress, $150. 656-1564. 33- 
TF
CARS
1974 Comet 4-dr. Sedan
1975 Montego MX Villager 
Wagon 
1975 Toyota Corolla 4-dr. 
Sedan
1969 Ford LTD 2-dr. H.T. 
1975 Cougar XR7 2-dr. 
H.T.
1970 Ford Oalaxie 500 2-dr. 
H.T.
1975 Bobcat St. Wagon 
1977 Subaru 4X4 St. 
Wagon
1974 Bobcat 3-dr.
1970 Ford LTD 2-dr. H.T.
1975 Honda Civic Deluxe 
Hatchback
1974 Chevrolet Monte 
Carlo 2-dr.
1971 Mustang 2-dr H.T. 
1977 Aspen 4-dr. Sedan 
1977 Aspen St. Wagon
3 BEDROOMS 
3 Bedrooms, no basement 
priced to sell $45,000
SUBDIVISION 
POSSIBILITIES 
Older 2 bedroom liome set 
on a 124 X r24 lot here in 
I’Sidney. Good condition 
thronghont. Possible 
subdivision in the future. 
Asking $51,000.
3BEDROOM
Spanish style home, 
covered cnlranccway, 
finished basement with rec 
room and fireplace, 
bedroom and 2 pc, bath, 




VISITING VANCOUVER? Stay ol tho 
oll-now Inbulous Chateau Gronvlllo 
Hotel. Doluxo suites lor tho prlco of o 
room. S32.00 por night single, 
(subjocl lo ovoilablllly), 1100 
Gronvlllo Stroot, Vancouver. For 
rosorvalions 669-7070. 30-4
Em mmmm
LARGE, WELL-BEHAVED family seeks 
large, woll-mainloinod home, 4-5 
bodrooms, Prefer loose-purchase. 
38B-4S60 onytirno.33-1






2360 BEACON AVE. 
656-7259
DealerNo.0()l759A
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in 
Ocean Eiont Morina Pork Apts. 
Sidney. $206.00 por monih. Phone 
(.56-6007. 33-1
REPORTER NEED$ SMALL COTTAGE 
OR SUITE. Prolor South Peninsula 
oroo. Phono Abby. 478.9552 days. 
474-1670 ovonInoB. 33-1
Deep Cove commercial, 
good site for possible small 





'Fo view these properties 
and other convmercial real 
csUUc please call 
Art or Florcnei* Maugcr
WATERFRONT
Roberts Boy, Sidney, two bedrooms, 
living room • dining room. All op- 





WANTED: small house or duplex to 
rent In North Saonlch, 656-1712 B 
o.m, 4p,m. 652-1964 Qller4 p.m. 33-1
LARGe”'hUT or gorogo fo store
household ellocts lor period ol up to 
oneyonr. Phono 656-3651, 33-1
Montpea
SENIOR CinrENS LOW 
Housing, executive Suites, I bedroom 
v/llh unsuilo, Roc.-Lounge, laundry 
Room, Hohhy workshop. Write: 
Siiciulory, Ooikino Housing Society. 
R.R, #1 Gallcmo Islond, 11.C. VON IPO 
orp|ionon2-S39W6, 33-1
coli
YOUNG LADY SCIENTIST WISHES to 
tonl collage in Deep Cove or Ard­
more uieoi, Rolerencus provided. 
656-8321. 33-1
SMALL ONE BEDROOM house or 




9839 HEHrilAVEN DU. 
Opeiv house, Sumlay 2 * 4 
If p.rn., new, for sale by 
buiUlt’f, 2 bedrooms, large 
livingioinn and tliiilngroom 
with high beam ceilings. 
Spacious kitchen with more 
ii,;thnn ample cupboards, 
*dcligliH“l cat petted 
'biUlrroom. used brick 
'fireplace, quality con- ’ 
Jstruction and carpets, i 
5$54.0t)0,
if' MAIO'MAN 
I'' developments ! 








Are you considering any of 
tite following:
1. .Selling your Itome or 
property.
2, Mortgaging Heal lisiaie 
of any kind.
3. investing !>urplus funds.




7136 Willis Point Road.
Aieiiiieci dc.sigiivd lioivic, 
2,(XH) square feet of Jiving 
area. Two bedrooms up, 
bpiruiiful corner fireplace 
and sundeck oil liVing 
room. Finished downstairs 
with full bathroom, plus 
(wo bedrooms and rec. 
room or possible in-law 
suite. Oh approximately 
one aere vvitlt some land­




fhese are only a few of llie 
many services wc can of­
fer—if inicre.sted call
HOW"—
11.56 AC RES 
YOUR OWN POND
Previously listed at 
$119,000 this excellent 
propel tv lias been re-listed 
at $99,’500. U feature,s a/ 
four bedroom split level 
Irome requiring some 
T.1..C, but with lot fl of 
potential, The property 
vises from tlie Wost Saaniclt 
Rd. to (lie dwelling, tlien to 
a level area will) a large 
pond, and tlien again to 
command panorama views 
of the peninsula from its 
liighest point, it’s priced to 
sell so don’t deltiy. Call now 




___ROOM IN QUItr II bodroam
huognlow, lull housii privlliions lot 
suitnhlo quint woikiog I'lttrsoo. $120,
656-2276 hnicirn3 ____ „33'j
OUpTeX for RENT! Rosthavnii Drivo, 
SIdnny, 3 hudiaoms, wall to wall 
ruipol, I'I iKilhfopins, lanun and 
(ridgn, contrnl Uxoiion, ovollahin 
5»|il 1 $.100 pm month. 656 2040, 33>
■i ........ '.. :..... .......... [:...;
DtiiP COVE AREAi 3-4 iutdroom- 
Avnilohlo Immwdiolitly. ConlocI 
CoplUtl Rnglan AgiiiK Ins , 656-3951.
3 3.(1
CofTACl”*OR"*CAniN wantnd (or
Snpinmboi. txcnllmil rnlorancos, call 
11m, 63<>Ji711,9o.m, -5 p.m,___ 330
HELP WMTED
Butler's Best Buys
1970 Ford y4 ton 
Crew Cab, 4 Speed
$1,795.00 
1974 Pontiac Aslrc 
Panel, New P.aint, Auto. 
Trans, $195.00
Ideal for small 
deliveries. $1695.00








Rron^t n«w 7 piece kitchen 
dinettes, several styles, $159. 
Like new Krbehler hide-a*bed, as 
new, rust nylon tabrlc with spring 
filled mattress, $149.95. Brand 
new Admiral top of the line 
portable dishwasher with maple 
top, $328. Admiral 24" range only 
3 mos. old, white, $169.95. 
Westinghouse 12 cu. ft. Frost 
Free Fridge, gold, 2 door model, 
new condition. $249.95. 54" 
walnut finish heodboards. 
slightly marked. $5 each. 
Kenmore deluxe automatic 
washer, excellent condition, 
$125. Dark brown nylon 5 piece 
sectional suite with Lazy Susan ; 
Bar, good condition. $150. 4 
piece brand new bedroom suite, 
slightly marked, real nice, 
$299.95. All wood plonk ‘ type 
heavy coffee table, and 2 mat­
ching lomp tables, conversation 
pietes, $100. As now Herculon 3 
position reclinor,.$125. 6 drower, 
chest, nice shape, $50. 22" 
Admiral color TV with roll away 
base, good condition, $195. 
Large very old walnut side board, 
excellent; $795. 4 pc. smoked 
glass end chrome dinette with 
chairs on Sheppard casters, 
excellent condition, $298. Queen 
size comfortable sofa bed, real 
value, $388. 30" Boycrost deluxe 
outomatic range with rotlsserle, 
$149.95. 22 cu. fl. Harvest Gold 
side by side refrigerator freezer 
combination, needs service, as Is 
not very old, $75. Kitchen dinette 
choirs, while they lost, $3 each, 
some at $10, Brand new 70" 
picnic toblo with 2 benches, 28" 
top-all western rod cedar. 
$24.95. As now Traditional luxury 
sofa and 2 hi bock luxury swivel 
rockers in 100% mylon, loss than 
1 year old, real bargoln a! $695, 3 
pc, set. Drond now 15 cu. ft. 
Admlrol Froozor, $249.95. Brand 
now sofa, lovesoot (choice of 
colors), doluxo full consol lo tho 
floor color TV with automatic 
f oQturos, $569.95. Now color TV's 
3 full years parts and labor 
worrantoo, Financing ovailoblo. 
Easy torms to suite.
LOCAL OFMCE inquliiis HorvltiHi of 
fctttnO'bookKeupor port iinio. Could 








For pt'rsmial iitfentiun ulus 
NatHmal coverage ilS 
EVENINGS&HOI.IDAYS
.CALL',", " 
Dailciic rcdcrscu ■. 656-
1881
David WootJ - 652*2198
l.arry Fruden - 477-7497 
, (Manager),





t/artfouver Island " 
STOVE SHOP LTD.
845 GiildHin'itm Ave, 
478-0322
Act*ssBil»s
•MiHttI rii#plnt»» Btid ChlBin«Yi
service STATION ASSISTANT 
ManaQBr lit Burns Inkii, B.C. Hunting 
unit llsliing poiniliie, R«ply to Dtn* 
877, Burns Lnko VOJ 110 wIiH bx- 
(Mjrionfo nnd
A uViaTmIan or
»«ll GrnBnpmici* 'Cm Anywlieru' 
luilBry tliknls- Wrlln JlOH Wwsi «lh 
Avi)>, Vnitroiwnr, B.C V6K 1N6.
1..U^ttionB((i04)736_03_3l.
AD4Ali:r''.“'nip"6iitEi’
I nnwsgopnr ritquiioi ii»t>»rl«n<«il M 
I sul«s(i»rson imil nxpntitntwd 
fopoHor, riwlB ot UtnniB. Writ* 
publlBlicr, Inlijrlor Bn» ?SW1
Smllhwfs B.C, V0J3N0.______
APFRENtTcI BUTCHe waniRt) lur 





New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation yehicles.
WORK WANTED
DUTCH oTiROCHtB a.allnlil.i loi 
Sldnov-Biontwood (iron, Good work- 
monsliip at iimsonablii prlco*, AH 
pl\a*o* ol guidiming. Good ciow olio 
(or Irtrgur johs Coll ltx> l.oddorr,- 636- 
;V2')7, _ ••
sToNcy RoToVAtTNo'. so Inch Hatovalot t’lumpi i.ourliHjus soivicn 
656-17411. __ ^
midiilons. fHniivoltoris, cnhiriBl work, 
Bool lopnns (ini) ollotollon* 
Rmisonnblii rnlu*, f.uroCinll, 656- 
M57; 656.5143, ______ 37,It
ctrucllon.
BERRIES
The 1977 strawberry crop 
is now history. Fruit quality 
of the main was generally 
excellent. Size of fruit was 
very good. Fruit rot was not 
a serious problem this year. 
Fresh market, roadside and 
farm sales were brisk at 
firm prices.
The serious shortage of 
pickers at the start of the 
season eased once schools 
closed for the summer. 
Preliminary reports indicate 
a nine and one half million 
pound pack.
Currently, post harvest 
weeding, fertilizing and 
spraying for mites and root 
weevils is in progress.
New plantings are still 
very variable dur to the 
exceedingly poor quality 
plants available this spring.
As a result, the 1978 crop 
will be c well below its 
potential.
the raspberry crop is 
past the middle of the 
harvest, the weaker fields 
are almost over, whereas 
the stronger fields are just 
peaking.
The bulk of the crop will 
be harvested by August 6 
but picking is expected to 
continue in the later fields 
until mid month. To date, 
the fruit size and quality has 
been remarkably good.
The slow, even ripening 
of the crop has greatly 
facilitated harvesting with 
the available picker supply. 
Currently it appears as if 
the 1977 crop will ap 
proximate 12 million 
pounds, down from 13 
million pounds in 1976. 
Virtually all of the crop sold 
at very strong prices.
The blueberry crop is 
some one to two weeks in 
advance of average years 
Harvesting of early varieties 
is almost complete. Picking 
of mid season varieties is 
now beginning. The price 
remains firm.
The cranberry crop is 
well ahead of last year with 
some fruit colour beginning 
to show. The crop is ex­
pected to be good.
harvested in volume. The 
price has firmed up as 
demand exceeds supply.
The fruit is now a little 
smaller than that harvested 
a month ago but it is still in 
good marketable size range. 
Most growers are getting 
ready to pull out their 
spring crop and will be 
replanitn g from early to 
mid August.
The young plants for the 
fall crop look very good. A 
few growers are keeping 
their crop in through the 
summer and into early fall.
Cucumbers are well past 
their peak with only limited 
quantities being harvested.
White fly has built up 
during the past month and 










.... ..... RIdt) ynuf nvnt lwiH' "I'H
itnprnvu togfttlii't 653- 77611. 35-ll
CARFINTER $EIK$ WORK, Any job. 
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itlllon*. *unil»tk», me. (.56 64117. 39-l(
TmRrTREF. WORK don» ol groolly
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COME IN AND SEE OUR
T arge sei.kction of
CLEAN, USED CARS..
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656 6643 3;i-1
SIDNEY CAR MART TEItStlllAlS
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Dealer No. D01.*'91 A
VEGETABLES 
All vegetable crops on 
Vancouver Island arc 
growing .satisfactorily with 
warm season crop.s showing 
bciici growili than in 1976, 
Early potatoes, some early 
cabbage and bunched beets 
and carrots arc being 
harvested in volume. 
Excellent lettuce is also 
being sold.
F.arly potatoes started at 
$166 per Ion and 
arcliolding. Early cabbage 
is bringing ,$170 per ton.
1 rrigtttion of vegetables 
crop.s continues to be 
general.
By MARY KIERANS 
The Sidney-North 
Saanich Branch of the 
Regional Library is hosting 
a special series of lectures 
and discussions on young 
children and their reading. 
This series, presented by the 
University of Victoria, 
should be of special interest 
’to parents of young 
children, primary school i 
teachers, librarians, pre- i 
school people- indeed- j 
anyone with a concern j 
about children and books.
The four programmes 
will include:
1. GROWING UP
WITH PICTURE BOOKS; 
The role of picture books in 
a child’s emotional and 
intellectual development. A 
variety of children’s books 
will be used to illustrate the 
concepts and structures of 
stories. :
2. SUBLIMINAL SE- 
DUCATION OF THE 
INNOCENT: _ An | 
examination of curious and 




An imaginary excursion to 
libraries and bookstores. 
Consideration will be given 
to movies, television and 
theatre as additional 
sources of children’s 
literature.
4. SHARING BOOKS 
WITH CHILDREN; A
suTvey of storybook for­
mats particularly designed 
for pre-schoolers. 
Discussion will focus on the 
use of lliese books with 
children of various ages .
The series will be lield at 
the l.ibrary, eacit Thursday 
at 7:30 p.m., beginning 
Sept. 29. The Registration 
fee, $10, can be paid at the 
Library anytime from now 

























RANK RIROIftlMON * ir74 rurd 
FHX) 4X4 Pickup. Nomii *pnio wutk, 
On dUpIny ftl Rldntiv Cfir Moi-l Bid* 
r«quti«tt>d, 33.3
•Woodburnlng $lov*i mid Htialori
Clixud Mnudety*
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(.( Sldrtity, W«ll itialnlfiin«iT 3 
Iwulri’wm*. i"liitina worn, livmg roam,
kiivl.eil, liii'll. TIi.J Uilt piv.-iltd
Ih* pppoflunlty to hv* fMCjctitnlly 
l»nl (r«* 8*i(*g 0115(1 000,




A/lirCAN vToiitt IN FULL hlopm, $1 
nod,; untoH ham* plunli,' 
lOOKJilulil*. '3313 Hiifiiy Av«; 656- 
I',(.4
iXFERKNCKD




1$ FOOT WOODIH rilHINO BOAT,
wlndthlmJ, oat», 1$ H,P, Johnion 
millKKird, With lmll«f • $500.; SI*
!l;tl(l'.-ll.lf< luhl-l hi.rU Vior* 4
f*poif kll. Al n*w $70. 656 5043 or 
656-B345. *t.>l
YOUR "rUllFR URU"sH”7.qim^^
1* r-lnr.nim Hull 656 4'73H, lln.m. lo Ki 
0 in, tl
t.ARS FtLKCLU, Mxiii Sykiinu. Ncr,' 
Alnrgitnlc *tu.t* Fnr nppnintinoni (till 
(.66-5403. . ti,
BoTANirMARlifNN idurSHirci nr* 
pirintnd lo flnnountti lit* orrivol o( 
.h.lhuy, / iu». I'l ui. un 7uiyim lO, 
1977 ■ a lilllir l;tfoth»r (ot Drivld. 
Proud Ciriindpaiuni* ut# Dorothy 
loughmtd. Stun onrt Joan Cloik. 
Many llKinki to Doctor F. 0oBtt(«r 





Coiiudn *p»H<ol<Hii. F'tiu ^ 
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ROME emtccs t 
EQUIFMCIIT rOH Silt
I BINGO. K OF PIIAll. B pm,. «varv
It
CURIO riRWAC* WOOD; rhftic* o« 
kind! fit rnl»#d. $50.00 Cord; $35 fi*r 
Iwll ford, (r#* d*llv#fy on P*niniula 
, 657,.4713 (.-U'nf'drtm T'l It
PLANNING A TRIPF Cornpm«nl lady 
with Impnrcnhl* t4«t*n(6i. Could 
hfiul# *0 your horn*, plant* ortcip*1i,
Aiuiivl.!* ituyl 'i, ‘ii'T? fill iinJahmi#
p*ilod. Pjvmi* o(l#r 7 p rti. 593 3793.
33--JI___________ ___________ _
NtWl'v AR»iviO ((•.ur.l* wnuld Ilk* to 
cnnloci oih«it li'i«r**liid <n Socwl 
firidp*. PFKirio656-1661 ■ 33'1
MUS/mOOMS 
Production c(3nlinucs to 
be heavy with a fair 
poundage being canned and 
frozen. Some growers have 
inui problems witlt summer 
heat. Loadings for tlie fall 
growing season arc ex­
pected to incrca.se over the,
nert fm*' wnnkr;;Thr‘ flipply
of conipost for tite next few 
montliN appears to be 
adequate. The price con­
tinues nahic.




Tomatoes me past titcir 
peak but arc still being




4680 Elk Lake Drive 
6S8-52I1
'CADETS KAREN GRAHAM of 2026 Courser Avenue, Sidney and 
‘Crosby Scharff of 2316 Amhuerst Avenue, Sidney practice their trade at 
Vernon Army Cadet Camp where they are taking a seven-week summer 
- training course. They will be entertaining throughout the sunny 
Okanogan as their band takes part in celebrations and parades as part of 




For all your refrigerator, 

















Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 
■ Electronic Maintenance and 
Repairs
‘SEAT BELT CONVINCER ’ 











One of the most im­
portant rides you may ever 
take in your life is at the 
'1977 Pacific National 
' Exhibition and it is free.
" It’s the “Seat Belt 
'Convincer’’, a crash 
‘simulator which
■dramatically demonstrates 
‘the value of seaf belts. 
•-The Insurance Cor- 
■poration and the Vancouver 
“Sd^fety Gourtcil . arei 
presenting the utiique; 
^demonstration at the PNE 
August 20 through Sep- 
"^tember 5 in the interest of 
public safety. As part of the 
'always popular Vancouver 
Police Department display
in the B.C. Building, under 
the direction of Inspector 
J.S. Robertson, the 
“Convincer” will be in 
operation daily with PNE 
visitors invited to ex­
perience a six m.p.h. (9.65 
km/h) crash while wearing 
a seat belt.
Constructed by the 
Canadian Association of 
Fleet SuperVisbfs for the 
Vancouver Safety Council 
at a bargain cost of $2,000, 
the “Convincer” has at­
tracted widespread at­
tention since its initial 
appearance last spring. By 



























; Last week’s Review 
■; announced the easing of 
r federal regulations on the 
movement of restricted
• items within the golden 
nematode quarantine area.
„ But that was a policy 
decision, and it has resulted 
i, in the amendment of the 
regulations dated February 
. 23, 1977, that caused so 
much consternation.
- In the amciulcd 
regulations dated .Inly 6, 
1977, and now in effect, the 
> actual changes are confined 
.to items number 4.C) and 5 
.under the section on 
production and marketing. 
'•These now read:
/ 4.C) Machinery, im­
plements and vehicles when
• lined on Category C land 
lid not retiuire cleaning
'Prior to movement within 
dhe Re.siricted Mttrkcting 
Area.
' , 5, Soil and (ithcr 
(regulated items from areas 
■((.‘uiegorized as *'C" land in 
(.the Onarantine Area may
be moved without cer­
tificate to non-agricultural 
sites within the Area or the 
Restricted Marketing Area.
Official quote: “The 
changes mean less 
restriction on Production 
and Marketing as regards 
“C’’ category land. 
However, what must be 
kept in mind is that no 
untreated soil from the 
quarantine area is to be 
moved out of the Restricted 
Marketing Area, This area 
extends roughly from Muir 
Creek on the road to 
.Iordan River and just .short 
of Mill Bay on the up- 
Island Highway”,
Another official quote: 
“The amendment of these 
paragraphs has been 
drafted to add precision to 
tlie intent of the soil 
movement re.stiiciions given 
in the original regulations,”
estimated that more than 
100,000 persons will have 
ridden the “Convincer” to 
a sudden but safe stop.
The “Convincer’’ is 
currently being demon­
strated on Vancouver 
Island.
“We naturally support 
the universal use of seat 
belts and are pleased to 
participate in the PNE 
program,’ said ••Norman 
Bortnick, Executive Vice- 
President & General 
Manager of the Insurance 
Corporation.
“When you consider that 
two thirds of all injuries in 
automobile accidents occur 
at 30 miles an hour or less, 
the importance of seat belts 
cannot be minimized”, said 
Mr. Bortnick.
Vancouver Safety 
Council President Brian 
Lefler said that with more 
than a million persons 
expected to visit the PNE 
this year, public awareness 
of the value of seat belts 
should increase con­
siderably.
To ride the “Convincer”, 
one climbs a short staircase, 
settles into a comfortable 
.seat mounted on a sturdy 
frame, is strapped in and 
given a final safety check by 
the operator. On release, it 
takes only a few .seconds to 
travel the l2'/j-foot incline 
and reach the maximum 
speed.
The abrupt stop al the 
bottom hurls you forward 
in the scat, even though you 
remain secure, and makes 
you aware of lhc value of 
scat belts--even when 






Residential - Commercial 
& Golf Course Construction 









BACK FILLING • LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
, FILTER BEDS 
SEWER-STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES





Marine Auto & So?ety Glass 








Now Homos & Cabinets. Custom 
build Romodolling, Additions ond 





finishing, new homes 
construction.














Ro'WirlnQ, otoctrlc hooting 
Ropoirs, Appliance connoctioni
Automotic OH Deitvories 
Emergency Service 
Comprehensive Parts Protection 
Equal Monthly Billings 
From Victoria
PoymonH at any local Bonk 



















Disposal Field Designs 
Instdllotion & Repairs 
Free Estimotes





Seeds, Fe rt i 1 izer.I 





























Change wood to 
Aluminum





Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor.





















R.J. Grundison O.D. 
R.F. Jeune O.D. 
R.J. Scholefield O.D. 
Canterbury Court



















*• A mornber of one of lhc 
j Greaier Victoria police 
f forces, who resides in 
Vk'eiiiral Saanich, had his 
! professional insiincis 
i; nroviscd early (he other 
I aiornirig. He phoned 
j Ccniral Saanich police to 
] Miy he had observed a 
jjyoiing adnit male asleep in a 
‘ bent up old sedan parked on 
street in his neigh* 
bourliood aiul suggested it 
way be advisable that Ihc 
ifiunicrhe invesiinaietl. 
i' ;On invcsiigaiion. Central 
paanieh police found a 17 
rycrir old asleep in liis own 
r.cm hi;-, i.»un lesUUr.cc. 
told police Iwd h.ad been 
, visiting his girl friend the 
;previoiis evening and liad 
arrived back home quite 
laic, He ihoughi it would be 
wore diplom.atic. rather 
than rousing his family at 
[that hour, lo spend the rc.si




































Call Hank Brouwer 
652-3662
Custom Gardening
4-whccl drive machine, 
loader, rotovator, 
mowers and general 
hauling. Wc have ex­
cellent manouvcrabiliiy 
for your smaller jobs. 
Call Kelly Preston 
656-7119
For Specialist in 





Of your tre$ needs 
use the Peninsula
4or the night in his car.
PUIt I ,S 1 11 ECTIVETHURS., FH!.. A SAT.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 6S2-Z411!
It's the best my 










K CUSTOM MADi: 
DRYGOODS
«J3 BROUGHTON ST,, 
VICTORIA, B.C. VaWIES 
TElIRHONt JIS7J4:;,
WOUrd STREET, 




Sports and Commercial; 







ROY’S ALLBAY MARlNEHERVICESI/ri). 
22.38 Uiirboiir Kd. - Sidney 
■ ■ '^656-7023' ■ ■
O.M.C, Foclory Aull»orl«»iiR«polrSl\or>, Johmort • Evlnti/do OiHboord*, 
O.M.C, Slerti Ddwei. (ilin VOLVO and WuuRolIkiw »tera drive* Honda 
aiidSeaoull oulbiMitd*.













STEP TO ^ , 
% Ilf-riTEIl IIEALTH'^I 
Mim. Dorothy Brooki 
No. 102-9861 Third St.
656-2.3I.S
tjfmmmk utmuliN
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PROPER MAINTENANCE KEY 
TO LOWER FUEL COSTS
Market Project Deemed ‘Too Massive’
Want to reduce your 
car’s fuel consumption — 
not lo mention lowering the 
chances for a traffic mishap 
and costly repair bills?
Then the B.C. 
Automobile Association’s 
step-by-step advice for 
saving gasoline by keeping 
your car in the best possible 
shape is all-important. 
Preventive medicine is
the key to economical gas 
consumption. Here are 
some B.C.A.A. tips, — 
along with a reminder that 
autumn tune-up time is fast 
approaching:
♦Check spark plugs to 
make certain they are clean 
and firing properly. If plugs 
misfire, they can lower 
engine efficiency and 
reduce gasoline mileage.
properly inflated and 
balanced and wheels are 
properly aligned. If they’re 
not, they can create drag 
and force the engine to use 
more power and fuel.
The land use contract 
proposed by Mr. S. Mow 
for the development of 
36,000 square feet of his 
farm property into a 
Market Store with four 
suites above was considered 
by the Central Saanich 
advisory planning com­
mission at its meeting on
August 4.
In a letter to council, the 
commission reported: “The 
Commission decided that 
although the projects’ site 
and layout had met the 
conditions laid down by our 






♦Replace dirty air and oil 
filters. If either type 
becomes clogged, gas is 
wasted and you risk a 
stalled engine. And a dirty 
air filter can rob your car of 
a mile per gallon at 50 miles 
per hour.
Food billing ^l^om
SERVING SUPERB' BRITISH CUISINE 
Open Seven Days A Week 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
The English Atmosphere 
ESning Lounge
BRITISH PIANO & DANCING 
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
CpFFEESHGP 
OPEN 9 to 9 DAILY
AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCHARGE • CHARGEX
PATRiaABAYfflGHWAY AT 
MT. NEWTON CROSSROAD 
SAANICHTON PHONE 652-1146
®Make sure that the 
automatic choke is not 
sticking; if it is, your car is 
wasting gas.
•Change motor oil, 
making certain to use the 
weight recommended in 
your owiier’s manual.
•See that tires are
•Check automatic brake 
adjusters for proper 
operation; those that do not 
function properly can 
create brake drag and 
increase fuel consumtpion.
•When you fill up the 
tank after the tune-up, 
don’t forget lo select the 
correct octaine for your 
specific model of car. The 
wrong octane could cause 
engine problems, spark 
plug fouling and reduced 
gas mileage.
•Never have the tank 
“topped off”. If it’s filled 
to the brim, the gasoline 
could overflow if the car is 
parked on an incline, and 
fuel expansion in summer 
heat can also cause an 
overflow even if the car is 
parked on level ground. 
Finally, always be certain 
your gas tank cap is on tight 
to prevent gas from leaking 
out.
Thorough engine tune- 
ups are absolutely essential, 
says the B.C.A.A. pointing 
out that besides the obvious 
safety benefits, they can 
improve your mileage by at 
least 10 per cent.
The electrical system of 
Hangar number one at 
Victoria International 
Airport will be upgraded by 
Canosun Electric Company 
of Victoria at a cost of 
$108,000 to British 
Columbia Building Cor­
poration.
Hugh Curtis, Saanich 
and the Islands M.L.A., 
said the program will create 
local employment with up 
to five workers employed 
for three months.
Curtis said the electrical 
work will make the 
provincial Air Services 
terminal at the airport an 
even more efficient 
operation. The hangar is 
owned by the provincial 
government and is 
headquarters for the air
services branch of the 
Provincial Secretary.
Camosun Electric was the 
lowest of six tenders for the 
job and the contract calls 
for complete upgrading of 
the electrical distribution 
system in the hangar, as 
well as the fire alarm and 
intercommunications 
systems plus exterior 
lighting.
::;^NOTiCE;: .r
The Corporation of the District 
of Central Saanich
WffTER RESTRICTION REMINDER
Odd numbered houses may water only on ODD 
numbered days
Even numbered houses may water only on EVEN 
numbereddays
NOTE: Due to the severe dry weather you are 
now requested not to use water for lawns, car 
washing etc. and only sparingly for gardens until 
further notice.
Traffic Complaint Gets Results
A local resident laid a 
complaint to Central 
Saanich police that 
motorists, apparently using 
Tanner Road as a through 
way, were exceeding the 30 
mph speed limit applicable 
to this residential area. ,
Police monitored traffic 
speed on radar and found 
• the complaint to be well 
founded. In an hour and a 
half they ticketed five 
motorists for speeding and 





Three Sidney businesses 
were recipients of federal 
contracts totalling $81,444, 
issued by Supply and 
Services Canada, Pacific 
Region.
Co-ordinator of Aircraft 
Services was awarded a 
$10,500 contract to supply 
Class 7 aerial survey ser­
vices in Southern British 
Columbia for Environment 
Canada. Air diving 
equipment will be supplied 
for the Department of 
National Defence under a 
$58,324 contract received 
by Rimpac Divers. Finally, 
Sidney resident I.J. 
Campbell, was awarded a 
$12,620 contract to collect 
and supply hydrographic 
field data fdr correcting and 
u p - d a t i n g ' n a V i g a t i o n a 1 
charts and sailing directions 
for Environment Canada.
Further financial news 
indicates that during the 
three-week period ending 
July 22, contracts totalling 






Kits of school supplies 
will be sold by the Keating 
Home and School 
Association at the School 
on August 31, September 1 
and 2 from 9 a.m. to noon.
The kits will be made up 
of supplies following school 
requirements.
It is a fund raising project 
of the association.
though at present un­
satisfactory, might be 
improved in the future, the 
whole project, with it’s 
supermarket type store and 
number of apartments 
over it, was on too massive 
scale to suit it’s location 
on a farm in an agricultural 
district.
The Commission has 
considerable sympathy with 
the neighbourhood “corner 
store” concept, as it 
provides an acceptable 
service to near-by citizens, 
but we feel we should not
approve a commercial 
enterprise of such size and 
type in an area not intended 
for Arterial Commercial or 
even Neighbourhood 
Commercial Zoning.
Accordingly, a motion 
worded as follows:- “that 
we do not approve this 
proposal as it is not a Farm 






This report and a letter 
from S. Mow, which in­
dicated a willingness to 
change the plans, was 
referred to the zoning and 
sub-division committee,^ 




Queen of TOPS Chapter 
980, Brentwood Bay for 
July was Adelaide Gilmour, 
with weekly best losers 
being Lorna Lee (twice), 
Ruth Fisher and Wendy 
Vanderbelt.
The “Apron Contest” 
was won by Molly Essery.
TOPS B.C. 980 meets al 
7:30 p.m. in the basement 
of the Brentwood United 
Church every Monday.
For more information 
please telephone the 
Leader, Linda Snelling, at 
652-3184; or the co-leader, 
Adelaide Gilmore, at 652- 
3614.
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Corporation of the District 
of Centra! Saanich
P.O. Box 26
Saanichton, B.C, VOS IMO
The Central Saanich Council requires 
public spirited residents to fill vacancies, 
as they may occur, on the Advisory 
Planning Commission, and the Police 
Board. If you wish to serve your 
Municipality in this capacity, kindly 
advise, in letter form, your preference, 
and give any information you feel may 







An inquest into the death 
of Bradley Joseph Hume 
July 19, on Lochside Drive 
found that he was operating 
his motorcycle in “an 
inadvertant and negligent 
manner”.
The inquest held August 
9, by coroner E. de St. 
Jorre had asbc nr Smber jury 
and called seven witnesses.
They found that Hume 
died as a result of multiple 
injuries sustained in the 
accident and that there was 
ho fault on the part of 
Shirley Shute, operator of- 
the other vehicle.
Worm
Invites You To Our
GRAND OPENING
Saturday, August 20th
FULL LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
Opening Specials
Refreshments
7105 B W. Saanich Rd.
OPEN 7 DftYS A WEEK! 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily




you 24 hr 
eshop & Deli
Service to your
952 pog©s of theihirigs 
you rieed at prices 
you can offord to pay.
shop
BARON OF BEEF
GRADE "A” (Boneless) $
PORK SAUSAGE
FRESH
11lk 1"O I O I
SIDE BACON
1 DEVDN 1 lb. Pkg. $]L49
WIENERS
MAPLE LEAF Bulk 69U
[tea BAGS
1 NABOB 140's Bonus Pack $ ^^29
.
ORANGE jul^
SUNKIST Frozen 12 oz. tin 69*
CANNED MILK
1 CARNATIDN ^1 16 OZ, tins “ 149
ICED TEA MIX




1 HEINZ 10 oz. tins i|i Y ^19*
WHOLE CHICKEN




HEINZ 12 oz. Jar
2/99*
SUGAR




LOCAL NO, 1 LBS ^, I
1 BANANAS
| u.S. GDLDEN RIPE 4»d59*
CARROTS
LOCAL NO. 1 10*]
